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Preface 
Since I have elected to publish my Ph.D. dissertation (University of 
California, Berkeley, 1966) with only the most perfunctory of revisions 
(and the deletion of Chapter 4, the theorems of which will appear else- 
where ~43, 45 ] ), it seems highly desirable to give a sketch of the re- 
spects in which it has been improved or superseded, especially by t~te 
work of Kunen [40, 41]. 
Most significantly from our standpoint, Kunen has derived conditions 
(1) - (3)  of Chapter 3 (i.e. the existence of 0 #, as people now prefect o 
say, following Solovay; in our terms~ 0# is the set ~; ) from a variety of 
other assumptions whose status was left unclear by my thesis. Each of 
the following assumptions, according to Kunen [41 ], implies the exist- 
ence of 0 #: (i) There exists an elementary monomorphism of (L, e) into 
(L, e) which moves some ordinal; (ii) There exists some cardinal r such 
that (F'K, e) has a proper elementary substructure of cardinality r ;  
(iii) Chang's conjecture (discussed in [46] ); (iv) There exists a Row- 
bottom cardinal; (v) For some cardinal K, there are no Jonsson algebras 
of power K. Of ~ourse, each of the assumptions (iv) and (v) straight- 
forwardly implies (ii). The chief tool in the proofs for ( i)-( i i i )  is the 
method of iterated ultrapowers, discovered by Gaifman and imagina- 
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tively exploited and elaborated by Kunen. For those who have not suc- 
cumbed to the fatal allure of iterated ultrapowers, I have drawn on 
some of Kunen's leading ideas to present a proof [46] of these facts 
which employs more pedestrian technical means. 
Thus Kuven's work supersedes Theorem 1.5, for one can no~v con- 
clude from the sam~= assumption (just to give an extremely weak though 
telling example) that w has only countably many constructible subsets. 
Theorem 1.8 can be improved accordingly. Question 6.5 is settled in the 
affiimative. 
In Chapter 3, it is stated that the consistency of 'there exists a non- 
constructible A ~ subset of co' relative to ZFC is open. This was settled 
in the affirmative by Solovay in 1967, using the technique of almost 
disjoint sets [39]. Subsequently, Jensen has improved tiffs result using 
ideas which grew out of work on Souslin's hypothesis and the axiom of 
constructibility. 
I have recently settled Question 6.2, showing that the two properties 
in question, ~ ~ (w) <~0 and K ~ (w)<~0, are in fact equivalent [45]. 
W 
Work of Karel PrJkry [42] has shec! considerable ight on Question 
6.4 (though, to be precise, he has answered only the second of the three 
questions posed there), showing as it does that any countable limit of 
measurable cardinals is a Rowbottom cardinal. Moreover, using Cohen's 
methods, he finds a model lacking measurable cardinals in which there 
is a Rowbottom cardinal of cofinality co. On the other hand, Kunen's 
searching analysis of the model L D , the class of sets relatively construc- 
tible from a normal (i.e. strongly K-complete) ultrafilter D has disclosed 
that (V),) (;~ is Rowbottom iff ;~ ~ (~)<~0) in that model even though 
there is a measurable cardinal [41 ]. 
With reference to Chapter 5, Kunen has shown that, in L D , the 
model mentioned just now, the Hanf number of L~ ! (the language ad- 
mitting countably infinite uniform blocks of quantifiers and countably 
infinite conjunctions) exceeds the measurable cardinal. 
Some powerful result~ recently announced by Kunen carry the 
notion of Il I indescribability o new depths. Revise the notion of Iln l 
indescribability given ill Chapter 1 by replacing R~ and Ra, respectively, 
by K and a; call this weak Iln 1 indescribability. It is no longer evident 
that weak Iln 1 indescribability implies (strong) inaccessibility. Indeed, it 
has been known for some time that this implication may fail [ 47 ]. 
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Kunen has announced that any real-valued measurable cardinal K is 
weakly Ill indescribable, and, if K < 2 ~0, ther, it is weakly llln inde- 
scribable for each n. This provides an analogue to Theorem 1.10. One 
can subsume Theorem 1.16 under this result since weak Ill indescriba- 
bility readily implies the tree property. It must be conceded, however, 
that Kunen's proof is infinitely more difficult than the proof given fc~r 
Theorem 1.16. Furthermore, 1.16 admits of extension to cardinals hav- 
ing K-additive, ~o 1"saturated i eals, whereas Kunen's result emphatically 
does not [41 ]. 
Two further emarks are in order. Chang has extended some of our 
model-theoretic results to infinitary languages, dealing as he does with 
indiscernibility with respect o certain infinitary languages ( ee [37] 
and [38] ). Solova/¢ has found a set 0 ÷ which is the analogue of 0 # for 
the theory ZFC + a measurable cardinal - this is touched upon in Kunen 
[41]. 
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Chapter O. Introduction 
0.1. Summary 
This thesis consists for the most part in applications of a method of 
model construction first introduced by Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski [2] 
to certain problems in model theory and set theory. In Chapter 5, some 
of the set theoretical results thus obtained are seen to have model theo- 
retical consequences of their own. Two categories of set theoretical 
topics are dealt with. Into the eirst category fall partition properties 
which have been originated and intensively studied by a group of Hun- 
garian mathematicians centered around Paul ErdSs. Papers [3 ] - [  7] in 
the bibliography make up most of the published literature. The proper- 
ties in question are generalizations and extensions of a well-known 
theorem of Ramsey concerning finite partitions of the set of unordered 
pairs of ~o (stated as Theorem 39 in [6] ). In Chapter 2, the basic meth- 
ods are introduced and certain interesting model theoretic properties of 
~hese ErdSs cardinals are studied. In Chapter 4, results of the kind found 
by Tarski, Hanf, Scott, and Vaught [20, 13, 35] for measurable cardi- 
~als are extended to the Erdbs cardinals. 
Into the second category fall surprising structural properties of the 
constructible universe which are consequences of the existence of cer- 
tain large cardinals. These are taken up in Chapter 3. They represent 
improvements of results earlier obtained by Scott [ 26], Rowbottom 
i25], and Gaifman [9]. Not only are the cardinality assumptions under 
which Gaifman obtained his conclusions weakened (from measurability 
to Erd6s properties), but the conclusio~as themselves are appreciably 
strengthened. We find a set of first-order formulas which directly deter- 
mines the structure of L. 
The main results in this thesis, in the order of their occurrence, are: 
(I) In Chapter 2, upper bounds for certain 'Hanf numbers'. We have in 
r~aind especially the following results: If a countable theory T has a well- 
ordered model of cardinality K where ~ ~ (~ 1 )<~0, then T has a well- 
ordered model in each infinite cardinality. (Well-orderedness can be 
generalized to arbitrary universal sentences of the infinitary language 
L~l .) If a countable theory T has a model of order type r where 
_~ (g)<b~0, then T has a model of order type ;~ for each uncountable 
cardinal X. (II) The implications of the existence of certain large cardi- 
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nals for the structure of the constructible universe discussed above (and 
contained in Chapter 3). (III) If ~ ~ (w)<~0, then K is larger than the 
first weakly compact cardinal, larger than the first l-I n indescribable 
cardinal for each n and m, etc. This is done in Chapter 4, and answers 
several questions raised by ErdSs and Hajnat [4, 51. (IV) The property 
-+ (w)<b~0 relativizes to tile constructible universe. This establishes the 
consistency of K ~ (co) <~0 with V = L (where 'consistency' is under- 
stood in a relative sense), answering a question of Rowbottom. He had 
shown the inconsistency of V = L with K ~ (~ 1)<~;0 [25]. ~ ~ (.'_o) <~0 
is thus the strongest (ignoring insignificant strengthenings) property of 
a cardinal, in terms of size, known to be consistent with V = L. This is 
done in Chapter 4. (V) In Chapter 5, lower bounds for certain Hanf 
numbers. If there exists a cardinal K for which ~ --> (to) <~0, then the 
Hanf number of the infinitary language L,o 1 exceeds K(~) = 
= fl { ?, : ~ --, (~)<~0} and consequently exceeds the first weakly com- 
pact cardinal. Previously the relation of this Hanf number to the first 
weakly compact cardinal had been unknown. Using methods employed 
in the proof of (IV), one can sharpen this result to: If there exists a 
cardinal K for which ," --> (~)<~o,  then there is a theory extending ZF 
having a well-founded model of power K(~o), but having a well-founded 
model of no higher cardinality. 
Notice that results from (I) and (V) can be combined so as to trap 
some cf the Hanf numbers between two bounds. For example, the Hanf 
~m~lber of the set of universal sentences of L~ lies between the first K 
foi which ~ --, (~o) <~0 and the first A for which k-* (S l )  <~0 and the 
first ?, for which >, --, (S 1)<~0. 
The fertility of the methods of Chapter 2 has been further demon- 
strated in recent work of the author [30]. In Chapter 2, conditions 
referring only to countable models are formulated which insure the 
existence of a model of order type ~ for each uncountable cardinal k. 
Using this, he shows that there is a A ~ well-ordering of the reals in a 
certain inner model L D which is very much like L (e.g., it satisfies the 
GCH) except that it has a measurable cardinal in it. This establishes 
very close parallels between L and L D . 
0.2. Preliminaries 
Strictly speaking, this thesis demands the axiomatic framework of 
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Bernays et theory plus the axiom of choice (even such informal 
usages as (L, e), which seem to burst the bounds of Bernays et theory, 
can be formalized there, using a non-s~.andard definition of ordered 
pair). It is important to realize, however, that only Chapter 3 goes 
beyond ZF in a non-trivial way, asserti ng as it does the existence of 
certain classes C and S. It is also convenient to assume that Bernays et 
theory has been formalized in a languzge with two types of variables, 
one type for classes and tile other for ,,Jets. In this way, the formulas of 
ZF can be regarded as formulas of Beraays et theory in such a way that 
the theorems of ZF are theorems of Bernays. This will prove useful 
when we are showing that certain notions relativize to L or to transitive 
raodels of ZF. 
Apart from the exceptional cases cil ed, our definitions and notation 
will be standard. I~ particular, the nohons of empty set (0), union (the 
union of a set x is denoted Ux), power set (the power set o fx  is de- 
noted S(x) ) ,  inclusion (c), and function are standard. If r is a term, 0 is 
a formula, and x l ,  .... x n are variables, then xl ..... Xn(r : 0) is the function 
whose domain is the class of all ordered n-tuples (x 1 , .... x n) such that 0 
and whose value at each such n-tuple is r (in general, z will involve some 
of the Xi). xt  ..... Xn { r '0  } is the range of the function xj ..... xn(r " 0). In 
most cases, no confusion will result from suppressing the subscripts. 
The ordinals are defined so that each ordinal coincides with the set of 
smaller ordinals. More explicitly, x is said to be transitive if Ux ~ x. x is 
said to be connected i fy  ~ z or z ~y  whenever y and z are distinct me'n- 
bers of x. x is an ordinal if and only if it is both transitive and connec;ed. 
The natural numbers can now be defined in one of the usual ways. Id,~al- 
ty, i fx 0, . . . ,Xn_ 1 C y ,  (x  o . . . .  ,Xn_ 1 ) will be the function whose domain 
is the natural number n and whose value at i is x i for each i~ n (and will 
be called an ordered n-tuple or a sequence of length n from y ). This will 
always be the case when we are discussing 'individuals', i.e. elements of 
relational structure, ordinals, etc. The convention will be breached, how- 
ever, in the notation for structures themselves, asseen below. 
If x and y are sets, then Xy is the set of functions whose domain is x 
end whose range is included in y. The notation f : x --~ y will often be 
used in place o f f~  Xy. I fz ~ x, the value of fa t  z is variously denoted 
f ( z )  o r f  z (the !atter is favored when z is an ordinal). The image 
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{ f(z)  " z ~ w } of the subset w of x under f is called f*w. If u is a subset 
of y, f -  1 ~o) = { z" f (z)  ~ o } (in a few cases, f -  1 denotes the inverse 
function of f ) .  If w c x, f 1 w is the restriction o f f  to w, i.e. (f(z)" 
z ~ w). If l and  g are two functions uch that the range o fg  is included 
in the domain off ,  then fog is the composition o f f  and g, i.e., i fx  is a 
member of the domain of g, then (fo g)(x) - f (g(x) ) .  
A cardinal is an initial ordinal. The Greek letters ~, ~, "r, ti, n, ~ are 
used to represent ordinals, the letters r, ~, p, v to represent cardinals 
(subscripts and superscripts are also allowed). If x is a set, the cardinality 
(or power) of x is written 2. If r is a cardinal, then the successor cardinal 
of K, the smallest cardinal greater than ~, will be called ~+. In principle, 
the symbols co i and ~ i are used interchangeably, each denoting the ith 
infinite cardinal (also w = wo)- In practice, usage will depend upon *he 
context, with tradition playing a role. If K is a cardinal, then cf K is the 
least cardinal ~, such that ~ is the union of X ordinals maller than ~. 
K is regular if K = cf K. ~ is strongly inaccessible if K is regular and S(?,) = 
= 2 x < ~ whenever ?, < ~. 
l fx  is a set and n a natural number, then [x] n is the set of subsets of 
x having cardinality n. [x] <~0 is the set of finite subsets of x. We fol- 
low Erd~is-Rado [ 7 ] here. 
We shall deal with structures having both relations and operations. 
An n-ary relation on a set A is a subset of hA. An n-ary operation (or 
function) on A is a member of (nn)A. A structure ~ is basically a tunc- 
tion who:~e domain J contains 0, and such that, if A is the image of 0, 
called the universe of 9l and denoted I ~ I, then the image of every other 
element of J under ~ is an n-ary relation of an n-aaT operation on A for 
some natural number n. The length of ~l is the cardinality of J. The car- 
dina}ity (or power) of ~ (as a structure) isA. The similarity type of the 
s~ructu~e ~lwill be the function whose domain is J - {0~. and which 
takes an element ] ~ J into ~n, 0) or (n, 1) according as] determines an 
n-ary relation or n-ary operation in ~1. (In order ~o avoid ambiguities in
the similarity type arisivg from the presence of empty relations, orie 
should somehow incorporate the similarity type into the structure.) 
Structures will be denot ~d by 9~, ~, ~ and simik~rity types by p. To 
each similarity type p, I here corresponds a finitary first-order language 
L(p) with equality, which has an n-ary relation s:/mbol for each j such 
that p(j) = ~n, O) and an n-ary operaU.on symbol for eachj  such that 
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p(/) = (n, 1). The variables of L(p) will be o0, ol, .... I fp  is the similarity 
type of ~1, then L(p) will also be called L(~). I fR  is a relation symbol 
in L(~), then R ~ will denote the corresponding relation Jn the struc- 
ture 9~; similarly for operations. The set of terms and formulas in L~ ) is 
defined by the usual recursive process. Terms will be denoted by r, for- 
raulas by ~, 0, ~k. I fx  is a sequence from the universe of ~ of suitable 
length and r a term in L(9~), then the denotation o f t  in 2I at the assign- 
ment x will be written re Ix] ; similarly, ~ ~0[x] will mean that the 
assignment x satisfies the formula ~0 in 9~. In each case, v 0 is assigned x 0, 
o 1 is assigned Xl, etc. The definitions of these semantical notions are 
given after the manner of Tarski. Whenever we write r~l [x] or ~;  ~0 Ix],  
it will be implicit that the length o fx  is appropriate (i.e., sufficient) for 
the free variables of r or ~0. We assume some substitution convention to 
avoid collisions of variables, so that ~0(r) = ~0(r°o) will be the result of first 
replacing all bounds variables of ~0 occurring in r by new variables and 
then replacing o0 everywhere by r. 
More generally, for each infinite cardinal r ,  one can define an in- 
finitary first-order language L K (0) which has the same relation and 
operation symbols as L(p) = L~o (0), but which allows conjunctions and 
quantification blocks (homogeneous, in the sense that no alternations 
of quantifiers are allowed in a single block) of all lengths < ~. The 
variables of LK(0) will be o a for a < ~. Satisfaction can be defined as be- 
fore, this tirae admitting infinite sequences as assignments. The language 
L K is now often called LK, ~ and is more fully discussed in Karp [ 16] and 
Hanf [ 1 1, 121. When we speak of L~ without mentioning a similarity 
type, we shall have in mind L~(o) where the domain of p is the ordinal 
K 2 and p(~) = (n, 0) where a is a limit ordinal +n. 
In actual usage, we shall not be too formal about index sets and simi- 
larry types. We shall write structures in forms like (A, Ri, f/)iE1, iEJ" In 
case of clashes, i.e. indices occurring in two different capacities in the 
notation, it is assumed that the structure really meant is the one in 
which clashes have been eliminated by some trivial device. If ~/and 
are structures of the same similarity type, ~ c ~ means that I ~1 c 1~5 I 
and the r~estriction of each relation or operation of ~5 to I ~ I agrees with 
the corresponding relation or operation of ~,~. If ~l and ~ are structures 
of the same similarity type, a mapping f :  12tl ~ I~1 is called an elemen- 
tary monomorphism of ~ into ~8 if, for any formula ~0 of L(9~) and any 
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x E n l ~l I, ~ ~l ~o [x ] if and only if ~,~,, ¢ [ fox  ]. 9A -< ~ means that ~ is all 
elementary substracture of ~3 (see Tarski-Vaught [341 ), i.e. that the 
identity mapping of 19A I into I ~1 is an elementary monomorphism. The 
definition of 'L K monomorphism' is analogous, allowing ~Lrbitrary L K 
formu?as in place of finitary formulas and sequences of length < r in 
place of finite sequences. We also have the notion of 'L~ :~ubstvacture' 
in analogy with 'elementary substructure'. If ~ is a struct:ure and Ri, 
i ~ I, are relations on the universe of 9A, then (gA, Ri)iE I will be the 
result of adding the new relations R i to the structure 9A with indices i
(unless there are clashes, in which case some c, evice is used to avoid 
them). Operations can be added in the same way. In either case, the 
resulting structure is called an expansion of 9A. 
For each similarity type, it is possible to define higher order lan- 
guages. Thus we have first-order variables, second-order variables, and 
so on. A formula i,; in prenex form if all the quantifiers in the formula 
appear at the beginning of the formula in a string, those of highest 
order first and so on. A prenex formula is called a H n (I~ n)  where 
rn t> i if the highest order quantifiers appears are (n + 1 )th order, if the 
first quantifiers is a universal (existential) (n + 1)th order quantifier, and 
if there are (m - 1) alternations of (n + 1)th order quantifiers (i.e., there 
are (m - 1 ) (n + 1 )th order quantifiers immediately followed by a quan- 
tifier of the opposite kind). 
We shall assume that ~ and < are fixed relation symbols throughout 
this thesis. Indeed, ~ will correspond to the index 1 and < to the index 
2. They will be used not only as relation symbols, but also as names for 
relations. If A is a set, then (A, ~) will be the structure (A, { (x, y)  : 
x, y ~ A & x ~ y } ). < or < with a superscript wi~ often be used to de- 
note an ordering. Whenever we write (a, <), where a is an ordinal, it 
will be assumed that < is the usual z-ordering of a. If < is an ordering 
and X is a subset ,of the field, then (X, < ) will be the structure 
(X, { (x, y) : x, y ~ X & x < y } ). 9C and 93' will be used to denote 
ordered structures (orderings are always assumed to be anti-reflexive). 
It will be assume,.t that the relation ~ (or <) corresponds to the symbol 
(or the symbo] <). Thus, in (A, <), < will be indexed by 2, a dep,t~- 
ture from the sequence notation. Certain basic set theoretical notions 
are formalized in terms of ~. Thus Or is the formula (Vv 1 , o 2) (v z ~ o 1 ^  
^v 1 EO 0~o 2E v0)A(VVl ,U2) (v  1Ev  0 AV 2Ev  0 Av 1 :~O 2~v 1 E02 V 
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v o 2 c o 1 ). Similarly, -<< is defined in the language o f<.  We shall often~ 
say that a structure 92 has a certain property when the appropriate 
reduct (restriction to some subset of  the index set) has that property. 
Thus, 92 is a transitive c-structure if (192 I, c '~ ) is a transitive c-structure; 
92 is well-ordered if (I 92 I, < 9~ ) is well-ordered. On the other hand, ~0 will 
be called an c-formula if the only non-logical symbol appearing is c .  
Throughout this thesis, certain basic set theoretical facts will be as- 
sumed without further ado. A relation R is said to be well-founded if, 
for any set X, there is an element x c X such that for no y c X do we 
have yRx .  Any well-founded model 9.1 = (A, c '~) of the axiom of exten- 
sionality is isomorphic to a transitive c-structure <B, c~, (meaning that B 
is a transitive set). This is proved, for example, in Karp [ 16]. For each 
ordinal a, R a is the set of  sets of  rank less than a. Explicitly, R 0 = 0, 
Rt~ + 1 = S(Ro~), and if ~ is a limit ordinal, R e is the union of  the smaller 
R a. The basic facts from G~del [ 10] concerning the constructible uni- 
verse will be assumed. F a is the ath set in G~Sdel's enumeration of  the 
constructible universe. L is the class of  constructible sets. A very basic 
fact is: L n S(Fa) c F*~ +. 
A set B of sets is called a field of  sets if U B c B and, for all x, y c B, 
we have x - y ~ B and x u y c B. A subset F of  B is a filter in B if F is 
non-empty a,d,  for all x, y c F and z c B, we have x n y c F and 
x u z c F. A proper filter is a filter not containing the empty set. A fil- 
ter F is a principal filter if n F c F, and F is proper. A proper filter F is 
a prime filter if, for each x c B, either x c F or U B - x c F. A fi; :er F 
is K-complete if n x ~ F whenever X c F and X < K Sim.liarlv the field 
of sets B is called K-complete if O X ~ B whenever X c B and X < K. A 
prime filter in the field of sets Sx, where x is a set, is called an ultrafilter 
on x. We assume the defiait ion of  the ultrapower (prime reduced power) 
~9 where 92 is a structure and D is an ultrafilter on I (see Frayne-Scott- 
Morel [8] ). We also assume certain basic results on ultrapt~ers,  like: If 
D is a r -complete ultrafilter on I, then the natural embedding of  ~[ into 
92 ~ (which sends an element a of 1 92 1 into the element of 1 9~ ~ I repre- 
sented by (a: i ~ 1)) is an L~ monomorphism of 92 into 92 ~9 (see Keisler 
[171). 
For brevity's ake, we introduce still a few more conventions. If we 
have some specific ordering in mind, and x is a sequence of  length 
whose range is included in the field of  the ordering, and z is another 
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element in the field of the ordering, then x is said to exceed z if every 
element of the range of x exceeds z. If x = ~Xo, ..., x n_ 1), it is customary 
to write r'~ [x 0, ..., x n_ 1 ] in place of r'a Ix]. We would like to mix 
sequences and individual elerr,ents in some cases. When we do that, we 
shall write a semi-arrow above each sequence to indicate that it is being 
treated as a sequem~e. Thus, if x and z are sequences and y is an indi- 
vidual element froth1 ~[, we shall write rga [~, y, ~'] in place of 
r'a [x~(y)~z] ,  where'-" indicates concatenation f sequences. Similarly, 
if f :  n +I A ~ A, we shall sometimes write f (a ,  ~) instead of f ( (a )^x)  if 
aEA andxEnA.  
V 
A word should be said about the use of the term 'universal sentence 
of L K' in this thesis. We shall always mean a prenex universal sentence, 
i.e. a sentence of th.: ~. form (V oa)a~aM(oc~)a< a where/~ < K and 
M(oa)a< a is an open formula of L K. In the case that K is singular, the 
more usual definition of 'universal' does not coincide with this d~ fini- 
tion, even up to equhaience. 
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Chapter 1. Large cardinals 
In this chapter, we give the definitions of the large cardinals to be in- 
vestigated in this thesis and present a number of results concerning them 
which are already known. In fact, the only new result is contained in 
Theorems 1.5, 1.6, and 1.8, where a method of proof which can be used 
in establishing one of the basic ,~et heoretical propositions i pursued to 
give some informatioa bout Jonsson's conjecture. Inasmuch as the 
results are known, we shall not present he proofs in excruciating detail, 
giving only outlines in many ca~es. The only excuses for presenting this 
material are first, that even where proofs have been published they are 
widely scattered in the literature and often indirect, in the sense that a 
number of intermediate propositions are used in passing from one state- 
ment to the other, and second, several of the results lack published 
proofs altogether, having been stated in abstracts or theses. This section 
owes a great deal to William Reinhardt, with whom I have frequently 
discussed the topics in it over the past few years. 
Definition 1.1. ~ is said to be a measurable cardinal if there is a r- 
complete, non-principal ultrafilter on r. 
Definition 1.2. If f :  [~ ] < ~0 ~ ;% a subset X of ~ is said to be homo- 
geneousforfif, for each n ~ ~,  f-~X--] -a = 1. K ~ (a)x < ~0 if, for each 
function f :  [K] < ~0 ~ ~, there exists a subset X of ~ having order type 
(with respect o the usual ordering of K) which is homogeneous for f. 
--, (a) < ~0 will always mean K ~ (a)< ~0. 
Definition 1.3. ~ ~ (k)n if, for any function f :  [K] n -~ 2, there is a sub- 
set X of ~ having cardinality ~ such that f*  IX] n = 1. 
The last two notations first appeared in ErdSs-Hajnal [4] and Erdt)s- 
Rado [ 7 ], respectively, although the properties themselves had been 
considered in earlier papers of Erdbs and his collaborators. Notice that 
K -~ (a) < ~0 implies ~ -, 03) < ~0 whenever # is less than a, and 
~ (~,)< ~0 implies K -~ (~,)n. 
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Theorem 1.4 (Erdtis-Hajnal [3, 4] ). l f r  is measurable and uncountable, 
then ~ -~ (K) < R0. 
To that end, it is both convenient and instructive to introduce some 
auxiliary definitions and lemmas. 
Definition 1.4.1 (see Keis]er-Tarski [20] ). A non-prince;pal, g-complete 
ultrafilter D on K is said to be strongly K-complete if the following con- 
dition is satisfied: for any function f :  K -~ r where f(c,~) < a for all a ~ K, 
there exists an n ~ r such that f -  1 ( { n }) ~ D. 
It is easy to see that a non-principal, g-complete ultrafilter D is 
strongly K- ~omplete if and only if the identity function (a • a ~ K) repre- 
sents the K ~h element of the ultrapower (K, <)~9. 
Lemma 1.4.2. l f  K is an uncountable, measurable cardinal then there is 
a strongly K-complete ultrafilter D on ~. 
For a complete proof of Lemma 1.4.2, we refer the reader to Keisler- 
Tarski [ 2fd. It is instructive to note, however, that if E is an arbitrary 
g-complete, non-principal ultrafilter on K and (c~, <, S')sc K is an elemen- 
tary extension of the structure (K, <, S)s< K induced by the ultrapower 
((K, <, S)sc~)~,  then D = { S" K ~ S' ":~ is a strongly g-complete ultra- 
filter on ~. That D is K-complete is quit,~ easy in this case, owing to the 
fact that "he larger structure is an L~ extension of the smaller. Keisler 
[ I8] has shown, however, tha~: the same situation obtains whenever 
<K, <, S)~ c~ has an elementar/extension of the form (a, <, S')sc_~, 
irrespective of the source of the latter structure. Thus, whenever 
(K, <, S)sc_~ has an elementary extension of the form (a, <, S')sc_~ 
where K < a, K is measurable. 
Lemma 1.4.3 (Rowbottom [~5] ). I f  D is a strongly K-complete ultra- 
filter on r and f :  [K] <~o -~ 2, then thence xists X E D such that 
f * [X]  n = 1 for each n ~ co. 
This is an immediate consequence of the following: 
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Proposition. I f  D.is a strongly K-complete ultrafilter on r, n E ~,  and 
f .  [~]n _~ 2, then there is an X E D for  which ~[ -X -~ = 1. 
Proof of the proposition. The proof goes by induction on n. It is clear 
for n = 0. Suppose true for n = m. Consider f :  It] m +1 _~ 2. For each 
y ~. r,  define hy: [rim ~ 2 as follows: hy(G) =f (G  u {y})  provided 
y c~ G, and by(G) = 0 i fy  ~ G. By induction hypothesis, for each y 
there is a set X(y)  ~ D for which h~[X(y) ]  m = 1. Set g(y) to be 0 or 1 
according as h~ IX(y )  ] m is { 0 } or { 1 }, respectively. Either g-  1 ( { 0 } ) 
org- l ({  1 })is a member of D, sayg- l ({ i} )~ D. Let Y=g- l ({ i} ) .  
Define a subset U of Y as follows: u ~ U if and only if u ~ Y and 
u ~ X(y )  for all y ~ Y smaller than u. Notice that f *  [U] m+l = {i}, for 
if l i EU  m +l , thenH ={y} uGforsomeyE Y ,G~[U]m,y<G,  so 
that G ~ IX(y)]  m and f(H) = hy(G) = i. The proof will be completed, 
then, if we can show that U ~ D. For x ~ Y - U, take k(x) to be the 
first y ~ Y such that x ~ X(y) .  If U~ D, then Y - U~ D, so that 
k(x) < x almost everywhere. Since D is strongly complete, k(x)  = y 
almost everywhere for some y ~ Y. This contradicts X(y)  ~ D. 
To aerive Lemma 1.4.3 from the proposition, notice that a function 
f :  [r] < ~0 ~ 2 determines a function fn: [r] n ~ 2 by restriction to the 
sets of cardinality n. Apply the proposition to the funct ionsf  n and then 
take the intersection of the sets thus obtained. 
The author has a simplification of the original ErdSs-Hajnal proof 
which, th~Vugh it does not give as much as Lemma 1.4.3, is of some in- 
dependent interest. We are given an arbitrary K-complete, non-principal 
ultrafilter D on ~. For any f :  [r] < -~0 -~ 2, define f '  : [ r ]<~0 ~ 2 by: 
f ' (G)  = i if and only if { x : f (G  u { x } ) = i } E D, for all G E [r ] < b~0. 
Given f :  [ r ] < ~0 ~ 2, define inductively fo = f,  fn+ 1 - ' fn"  Write X ~ S if 
and only if fro(G) = fro+n(0) for any subset G of X having power n. It is 
easily shown that every member of S having power < ~ can be properly 
extended to a larger member of S. Thus any maximal member of S will 
have power r and will be homegeneous for f. Using ultraproducts, this 
method can be modified to yield Lemma 1.4.3. Now we give an applica- 
tion of this technique to Jonsson's conjecture. 
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Theorem 1.5. Suppose the structure (F'K, ~) has a proper elementary 
substructure (A, E) o f  cardinality ~. l f  a is the first ordinal in F*K -- A 
and X is the first cardinal greater than a, then some countable subset o f  
X is not constructible. 
Proof. Suppose, by way of proof by contradiction, that every countable 
subset of ), is constructible. It is well-known, from G6del's monograph 
[ 10] for example, that (F*r,  ~) is isomorphic to (A, ~). Let H be an iso- 
morphism of (F ' r ,  ~> onto (A, ~), H is an elementary monomorphism 
of (F*¢:, ~) into itself, a is the first ordinal moved by H. 
If f is a constructible function from [a] < ~0 into 2, define f '  as fol- 
lows" if G is a finite subset of a, f ' (G) = H(f )  (G u { a }). (Notice that 
the domain of H(f)  is the set of finite subsets ¢fH(a). )  Clearly f '  ~ L. 
Given constructible f :  [or] < b~0 ~ 2, define inductively f 0 =j~ fn+l =fn" 
Lettingfn = Fa  n for each n where a n < ),, we see that (a  i : i ~ ~) is a 
constructible subset of ~o × O { a i : i 6 o., } (now using the assumption 
that every countable mbset of ?~ is constructible) and is hence a member 
of F*X. THus h = (f0,.t'l, .... ) is a member of F*) .  
Let S be the set of constructible subsets X of a with the following 
property: for each m, n ~ ~,  if G is a subset of X having cardinality n, 
then fm (G) = fm +n( 0)" Analogously, St/consists of all constructible sub- 
sets of H(a) satisfying this condition with 'fro (G) = fro+n(0)' replaced by 
'H(fm) (G) = H(fm+ n) (0)'. Both S and S H are constructible; in fact, S is 
definable in (F*~, ~) in terms of h and S H in terms of H(h). If X is a 
cons~ructible subset of a not cofi~ al in a which is a member of S, then 
H(X) = X. Also X u { a } ~ S H , for if G is a subset of X of power r~, then 
n( fm)(G o {a})=fm(G)  =fm+l(G) =fm+n+l(O). Hence X u {/3} ~ St¢ 
for some/3 < c,, 13 q X, for otherwise a would be definable in terms of 
some elements of A (namely, H(h) and X) as the first 7 such that "r ~ X 
and X u { 7 } ~ SH, which is impossible since (A, ~) is an elementary 
substructure of (F'K, ~ and o~ ~ A. Thus any maximal member of S is 
constructibly of power ~ (that ~x is a reg~.,ar cardinal in the sense of L is 
easily checked). Consequently, a ~ (a) < ~0 in L, contradicting a result 
of Rowbottom [25], who showed the inconsistency of }, -* (X) < }~0 with 
V=L.  
It is possible to extract some positive content Srom the preceding 
proof. We have 
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Proposition 1.6. I fC~ is a transitive model  o f  ZF containing as an ele- 
ment  every countable subset of#sel f ,  H is an elementary monomor-  
phism ofglt  into itself, and ~ is the first ordinal such that H(a ) ~ a, 
then t~ ~ (t~)<b~0 in c~. :: 
Theorem 1.5 improves a result of Keisler (see Keisler-Rowbottom 
[19] ). Notice that the existence of a countable nonconstructible subset 
of ~+ implies the existence of a nonconstructible subset of ~ (the con- 
clusion of [ 16] ), since any countable subset of 5 + is a subset of some 
ordinal of cardinality ~. By Cohen's forcing techniques, it is possible to 
obtain a model of ZF + Axiom of Choice in which every countable set 
of ordinals is constructible, but there is a nonconstructible subset of ~1 
(pointed out to me by Karel Prikry). Thus the results here represent a 
genuine strengthening of [ 16 ]. 
Definition 1.7. <A, fi>i~to is said to be a Jonsson algebra if it has no 
proper substructure of the same cardinality (i.e., there is no proper sub- 
set B of A where B = A such that B is closed under the operations~). 
Theorem 1.8. l f  ~ is a cardinal such that every coun~able subset o f  ~ is 
constructible, then there is a Jonsson algebra o ~ cardinality K J 
Proof. Given a relational structure of countable length whose universe 
is A, it is always possible to find .-n algebra of countable length, each of 
who~e substructures has the same, universe as some elementary substruc- 
ture of the original relational structure. This is shown in Chapter 2. 
(Notice that the word 'algebra' is being used to refer to a structure in 
which only operations occur.) In the case that A is infinite, one can do 
with only one binary operation. Apply these remarks to get an algebra 
with universe F'K, each of whose substructures is an elementary sub- 
structure of <F'K, ~). Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.8, Theorem 
1.5 implies that this algebra will have no proper substructure of the 
same cardinality. 
Keisler [ 19] obtained the conclusion of Theorem 1.8 under the 
stronger hypothesis that every subset of K is constructible. 
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l)ef'mition 1.9. A cardinal K is said to be ll~n indescribable if., for any 
U c R and any l l  n sentence a holding in (R~, e, U), there exists an 
ordinal a < K such that o holds in (R a, e, UnRa). 
Theorem 1.t0 (Hanf-Scott [ 13] ). l fK is uncountable and measurable, 
then K is 112 indescribable. 
Outline o f  proof. Suppose o is a 112 sentence holding in 9/= 
= (R~, e, U ~ ) where U c R~. Let D be a x-complete, non-principal 
ultrafilter on K and ~ a transitive realization of the ultrapower ~l~ 
(since ((RK, e))~9 satisfies all L~ sentences true in ( /~,  e), it is a well- 
founded model of the axiom of extensionality). By Scott [ 26], every 
subset of R is a member of the universe of 9. Let ~ = (B, e, U'~). Clear- 
ly U '~ n R~ = U '~ . Therefore, since the only third-order quantifier in tr 
is universal, the statement 'o is true in (R K, e, U J'~ R~)' is true in ~, 
Since ~ is elementarily equivalent to 9~, the sentenze 'there exists :.~ 
such that o is true in (R x, e, U n Rx)' must be true ~n (R~, e, U ~ ) ~fhis 
gives the desired result. 
Corollary 1.10ol (Rowbottom [25] ). I f  K is measurable and uncount- 
able, there exists cardinal ;~ < K such that ~ --> (~,)< ~0. 
Proof (due to William Reinhardt). We know K -~ (K) < ~0. Certainly there 
is a II~ sentence o such that, for each ?~, o holds in iR a, e) if and only if 
;~ -~ (~,-)< ~0. But any n~ sentence is equivalent to a 1121 sentence. Thus 
the conclusion follows by the preceding theorem. 
This method is more often used to show that the first measurable 
cardinal is larger than the first weakly compact cardinal. The Hanf-Scott 
abstract [ 13 ] asked whether the first measurable cardinal is the first 112 
indescribable. Vaught [35] answered this question by showing that 
there is a 1I n indescribable cardinal beneath the first measurable for 
each n and m. This result is improved in Chapter 4. 
Def'mition I. 11. A cardinal K is said to be weakly compact whenever" 
the following condition is satisfied: if ~ is a set of sentences of L~ hav- 
ing power <~ K and every subset of ~ of pow,~r < K has a model, then Y. 
has a model. 
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Definition 1.12. A partially ordereC structure CA, T) is said to be a tree 
if, for each x, the set P(x) of predecessors o fx  is well-ordered by T. The 
order of any element x, o(r), is defined to be the order type of 
',P(x), T). If a is an ordinal, the ath level of (A, T) consists of all ele- 
ments having order a; a level is a set equal to the ath level for some or- 
dinal a. A branch ~f (A, T) is a subset of A maximal with respect o the 
property of being linearly ordered "~y T. 
Theorem 1.13. I f  K is an uncountable, Strongly inaccessible cardinal, 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(. 1 ) K is weakly compact. 
(.2) K "~ (K) 2 . 
(.3) I f (A ,  T) is a tree o f  power K in which every level has fewer than 
K elements, then (A, T) has a branch of  power K. 
(.4) I f (B ,  <) is a linearly ordered structure of  power K, then there & 
a subset C c B o f  power K which & either well-ordered or conversely 
well-ordered by <. 
(.5) K is II l indescribable. 
(.6) For any finitary relation R on K, the structure (~, <, R ) has an 
elementary extension o f  the form (~, <, S) where K < ~. 
(.7) I f  B is a K-complete.field o f  subsets o f  K having cardinality K and 
J is a K-complete filter in B which is proper, then J can be extended to a 
K-complete prime filter in B. 
Proof. References tc nearly all of these results can be found in the 
literature. We refer particularly to Keisler-Tarski [ 20], pp. 189-194 
(cardinals having the above properties are said to be in the complement 
of Co), which has a bibliographical discussion. II~ has been mentioned 
in the Hanf-Scott abstract, but never discussed at length. We shall there- 
fore say something about that, and confine ourselves, for the most part, 
to brief remarks about the other implications. 
(.5) is best proved from (. 1) by first deriving an intermediate propo- 
sition, which is in fac't a variant of (.6): 
(*) If U c R~, there, (R~, e, U '~ ) has an elementary extension 
(A, e, U ~ ) where A is a transitive set and K ~ A. 
(*) is proved from (. 1 ) by considering the set ~ which is the L~ theo- 
ry of the structure (R~, e, U ~ , X)x~R~ together with the sentences 
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asserting of some fresh individual constant c that it is an ordinal and dis- 
tinct from all elements of R K (i.e., if c x is the constant corresponding to 
x ~ R~, put in c ~ c x).  Every subset of Z of rower < K has a model. By 
(. 1 ), Z has a model. If 9~' is a model of ~; and f is the isomorphism onto 
some transitive structure, then f carries the denotation of c x into x for 
every x ~ R,~. The appropriate reduct of the image of ~[' under fwi l l  be 
the structure (A, e, U ~ ). It has an ordinal greater than all the ordinals 
ofR~, so being transitive, it must contain K. 
(.5) now follows from (*) along the lines of the proof of Theorem 
1.10. If a is a H~ holding in <R~, e, U '~ ), the statement 'a holds ~n 
(R K , e, U n RK)' will be true in <A, e, U ~ ), and therefore 'o holds in 
some (Rx ,  e,, U~'~ Rx) '  must be true in <R~, e, U~). This gives the de- 
sired result. 
We now indicate how to derive (.3) from (.5). In the first place, we 
observe that (.3) is equivalent to (.3'): 
(.3') If(~, T) is a tree such that ;~ = {x: o(x) < ~,} for each il~finite 
cardinal k, then (r, T) has a branch of power K. 
We give only a rough sketch of the proof of (.3) from (.3'). Given an 
arbitrary tree (A, T') satisfying the hypotheses of (.3), add in enough 
extra levels so that, for each infinite ordinal a, the t~th level contains 
elements. Now it is easy to reconstitute the tree so that its u~Li,.~,erse i  
and so that it satisifes the hypotheses of (.3'). If the new tree has a 
branch of length K, so does the old one. 
However, (.3') is an easy consequence of (.5). Consider the assertion: 
'the range of no 1 - 1 mapping f~-om the class of ordinals into the class 
of ordinals is either a subset of some ordinal or is linearly ordered by U'. 
If there is no branch of power r in ~K, T>, this assertion is certainly true 
of (R~, e, T) where T is treated as a subset o fR  K . Since it is a II~ asser- 
tion, it must be true of some (R~, c, T n Ra) for some ~ < ~. a is ob- 
viously a cardinal. This gives a contradiction, since an elemept of the 
tree having order greater than a will certainly have a predecessors small- 
er than c~. 
(.7) can be proved from (. 1 ) by finding an L~ extension of 
<~, <, S )s~ B , namely (k, <, S' )s~ B , in which there is an element x such 
that x ~ S' for every S ~ J. The pri~r~e filter is then taken to be the set 
of S such that x ~ S'. 
Either (.2) or (.3) follows from (.7) quite readily. If (A, T:> is a tree 
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satisfying the hypothesis of (.3), proceed as follows: For each x ~ A, 
let R(x)  = { y : xTy  }. Let B b~ the smallest x-complete field of sets 
containing all singletons from A and all R(x)  for x ~ A. Let D be a 
prime filter in B containing al, complements (in A) of singletons. 
{ x : R(x)  ~ D} is easily seen to be branch of power K. 
Derivation of (.2) from (.7): Supposef : [K] 2 --> 2. For each x ~ K, 
let M(x) = { y : f ({x,  y } ) = 0}. B will be the smallest x-complete field 
of sets containing singletons from K and M(x) for each x ~ K, as well as 
K itself. Now one defines inductively a sequence of elements (x n : 77 < K) 
such that, whenever n < n, x n, ~ M(x n) if and only if M(x n) ~ D. Let 
S = {rl :M(x  n) ~ D}.  Both x*S and x*(K - S)  are homogeneous fo r f  
(extending the word 'homogeneous' in the obvious way to the present 
context), and one of them has power K. 
(.2) can be derived from (°3) by methods used in papers of Erd/Ss and 
Hajnal. It is better to derive (.7) from (.3) i~ the following manner: We 
are given a K-complete field of sets B having cardinality K and a K-com- 
plete filter J in B. It is easy to construct a tree <A, c) of non-empty 
elements of B with both the property of the hypothesis of (.3) and the 
additional properties: any two elements on the same level are disjoint, 
and, for every member S of B, there is ~ ~ K such that S is a union of 
members of the 13th level provided/~ i> ~, <C, c) is the subtree of <A, c> 
of sets which are disjoint from no member of J .  I fX  is a branch of 
power K in <C, c), the prime filter D can be defined to be the set of 
members of B containing some member of X. 
It is possible to derive (. 1) from (.3) by proving the compactness of
the propositional calculus having conjunctions of all lengths less than 
as an intermediate step. A better approach is to derive (. 1 ) from (.7) in 
the following manner: By introducing (infinitary) functions, we may 
assume that ~ is a set of universal sentences. Assume Y~ = { o~ : ~ < K }. 
For each ~ < ~, let ~(~ be a model of { o n : n < ~ } in which each of the 
function symbols introduces denotes a function. Let C be a subset of 
the Cartesian product of the 9.1~ which is closed under the denotation 
of the function symbols in × < ~ ~ : ~ < K), and which has cardinality K. 
For each formula ~o(vt)~< a and each sequence <ft : ~ < t~> of members 
of C, let J~,f = { 77 : ~ ~ n ~0 [<f~(r/) : ~ < ~) ] }. Let B be a K-complete 
field of sets of cardinality ~containing atl singletons and all J~,f. Let D 
be a K-complete prime filter in B containing complements of singletons. 
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As in the theory of ultraproducts, it is now possible to define a struc- 
ture ~ with universe C where ~s ~0 If] if and only ifJ~0 J ~ D, for each 
sequence f of members of C. f~ will be a model of ~. 
Now we show that (.2) implies some of the other properties. ( 4) is a 
trivial consequence of (.2): Let IV be a well-ordering ofB. I fx  and y are 
elements of B such that (x < y ~ xlCy), set f ({x ,  y } ) = 0; otherwise, 
f({ x, y } ) = !. If C is homogeneous for f, it is either well-ordered or 
conversely well-ordered. Finally, we derive (.3) from (.4): Put an order- 
ing < on the set A extending T such that, for each x ~ A, the set R(x)  = 
= { y : xTy  } is a segment with respect o < (i.e., u < o < w and 
u, w ~ R(x)  imply o ~ R(x)).  Let C be a subset of A for which (C, <) 
has order type g (the alternative case, that <C, <) can be chosen with 
order type ~*~ is completely symmetric, and will not be mentioned ex- 
i~acitly). The set of elements x such that R(x)  includes ome terminal 
segment of C is easily seen to form a branch of power K. 
The connection of (.6) with the other properties i evident from i,ls 
equivalence with the property (*) considered in the derivation of (.5) 
from (.1). 
Some of these properties imply inaccessibility. 
Lemma 1.14. I lK -~ 002 or K is II~ indescribable, then ~ is strongly in- 
accessible. 
Proof. First we assume that K ~ (K) 2. If ~ is not regular, then 
K = O { S a : a < ~ } where ~ < K and each S a has cardinality less than K. 
Define f({ x, y } ) = 0 if and only if there is some Sa containing both x 
and y; otherwise, f({ x, y } ) = 1. If X were homogeneous for f, either it 
would be a subset of some Sa or else it would be a choice set for some 
collection of So/s. In either case, X would have cardinality less than K. 
Tbqs K is regular. 
if K ~< 2 x' for some ~,' < K, let ~, be the first cardinal such that K ~ 2 x. 
Let R be the ordering of x2 according to first differences, i.e., fRg  if 
f (q  {a : f (a)  4: g(a)} ) = 0. The set of functions in a2 which ultimately 
vanish is dense in <a2, R) and has cardinal 12{ 2~': v < ~ ~, which is less 
than K since ~ is regular and 2 v < g for v < ~. Thus there are no subsets 
of x2 of power K well-ordered or conversely well-ordered by R (such a 
wcP-ordering ox" converse well-ordering would determine K disjoint inter- 
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vals, from each of  which we could select an element of the dense sub- 
set). There must be an ordering of  r with the same properties. This con- 
tradicts ~ -~. (K) 2 , as we saw in the preceding proof when we derived (.4) 
from (.2). (It is not hard to show that property (.4) itself implies in-. 
accessibility.) 
Now suppose that r is I l l  indescribable. It is useful to observe at the 
outset that, for any I l  I sentence holding in (R,,, e, U, V>, there is an 
< K such that the sentence holds in <R x, e, U n Rx,  V n R~,>. This can 
be seen by looking at (U × { 0 } ) t3 (V × { 1 } ). If K is singular, then 
there are X < r and a function f with domain X whose range is cofinal in 
K. Then, 'there is exactly one element of  V, and the domain of  U con- 
tains all members of  that element'  is a sentence true in (R~, e, f, {X }> 
(where f i s  treated as a subset of  R) but false in (R~,, e , fn  Ru, 
{ X } n R~) for ta < K. Thus K is not singular. Next, suppose that K <~ 2 x 
for some X < K. Let U be a subset of R~ with the following properties: 
(1) If S is a non-empty subset of X, then S = { y : (x, y) E U } for exactly 
one element x of  R~ (we shall say that x represents S). (2) If a E K, then 
represents some non-empty subset of  X. ' V consists of exactly one ele- 
ment, and every subset of that element is represented by some member 
of the universe' is true in (R K , e, U, { X } ) but not in (R u, e, U n Ru, 
{X} n R. )  foru  < ~. 
Most of the properties (. l) - (.7) do not seem to imply all the others 
in the absence of  the inaccessibility assumption. Of particular interest 
in this respect is b3), the 'tree property'.  It is not even known whether 
t~o~+l has this property. The author has found one case in which an 
accessible cardinal has the tree property (though it should be stressed 
that this case depends on a very strong assumption concerning the exist- 
ence of cardinals and that the GCH fails in this situation). 
Notice that it is possible to speak of  the sum of an arbitrary sequence 
(r i : i E I )  of non-negative r al numbers. It is defined to be the least 
upper bound of  finite partial sums. If the result is finite, { i : r i > 0 } is 
countable. 
Definition 1.15. (. 1) A ~-additive measure on X is defined to be a func- 
tion u from SX into the set of  non-negative r al numbers which has the 
following properties: (a)/~(X) = 1. (b) I fa  ~- X, then ~u({a } ) = 0. (c) If 
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X c_ SX, X is disjointed and X < K, then ta(U X) = X (ta(x) • x ~ X). 
(.2) r is said to be a real-valued measurable cardinal if there exists a 
-additive measure on r .  
W~: have taken some liberties with the word 'measure' in the above 
definition. It is known from work of  Ulam that the first cardinal r hav- 
ing an col-additive measure is a realvalued measmable cardinal. Also, 
each real-valued measurable cardinal is weakly inaccessible, i.e. a regular 
limit cardinal. If the GCH holds, every real-valued measurable cardinal 
is measurable (stronger: if there is a non-measurable r al-valued meas- 
urable cardinal, then there is a real-valued measurable cardinal < 2~o). 
Much of  this information can be found in Keisler-Tarski [20].  
Solovay [ 32] has recently obtained a number of  interesting results 
concerning real-valued measurable cardinals. E~.ch such cardinal is 
greater than the first weakly inaccessible cardinal. ZF + Axiom of 
Choice + (there exists a measurable cardinal) is consistent if ~nd only if 
ZF + Axiom of C.hoice + (there exists a real-valued meas~r~r~.~le cardinal 
< 2b~o) is consistent. In fact, '< 2b~o ' can be replaced by '= 2 ~o'. These 
consistency results lend more significance to the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.16. I f  K is a real-valued measurable cardinal, then r has the 
tree property:  i f  9A = (r ,  T) is a tree o f  power  r in which each level has 
fewer  than r elements, then ~1 has a branch o f  power  r. 
Proof. For each a, let U~ be the ~th level of the tree 9A (see Definit ion 
I. 11 ). We may assume that Ut, is empty for t~ 1> r.  If x ~i- r ,  set R(x)  = 
- {y :xTy  } u {x}.  Let ta be a x-additive measure on ~. Set t(x) = 
= ta(R(x)). Ifc~ ~ r,  let w(a) = sup t*Ua. w(a)> 0 for eacha  ~ r 
(because 13 {R(x) : x ~ U~ } = r - 13 { t~ : 3' < a }, which has measure 
1, while the number of  R(x)  for x ~ Ut~ is smaller than K ). Also, 
w(a)/> w(7) for ~ < "t. Since c f r  > ~0, it follows by an easy argument 
that w is eventually constant, i.e., for some ~ ~ r and some real number  
1 r, w(a) = r if a/> ~. Let S = { x • t(x) > ~ r and x ~ Ua for some a _~ ~ }. 
Since S = 0 {S n R(x) : x ~ S n Ua } and S itself has cardinality r ,  there 
exists some z ~ S n U/3 for which S n R(z )  has cardinal~.ty r~. But any 
two members o fS  n R(z)  are comparable. If u and o were two incom- 
parable members o fS  n R(z) ,  then R(u)  and R(v)  would be disjoint, so 
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that t(z) >i flu) + t(v) > r, contradiction of w(O) = r. So S n R(z)  to- 
gether with the predecessors of z makes up a branch of power ~. 
An ideal I in SK is said to be ~,-saturated if any disjointed subcollec- 
tion of SK -- I has cardinality less than ?,. ~See Keisler-Tarski [ 20] .) The 
fact that the ideal of sets of measure 0 of an co 1 -additive, real-valued 
measure is co 1 -saturated has proved to be a pivotal consideration i  the 
study of real-valued measures. Indeed, all of the results mentioned so 
far go through for co 1 -saturated, K-complete ideals, and have analogues 
for ~,-saturated, K-complete ideals, provided X < r. Any cardinal K hav- 
ing a h-saturated, K-complete ideal where ~, < K still has the tree proper- 
ty. If I is the ideal, one considers the subtree whose universe is 
{ x : R(x)  q~ I}.  This has power ~, and has fewer than ~, elements on each 
level. But it is fairly easy to see that any tree of regular power K havi:ag 
fewer than h < K elements on each level has a branch of power r. First, 
one reduces to the case where each element has successors on all later 
levels. Then one shows that the set W of elements x which split at the 
next level, i.e. such that x has incomparable successors at the next level, 
has power smaUer than ~. Then, if one goes out beyond any of these 
elements, it is easy to find branches of power K. 
Thus we have a case where 2~0 can have the tree property. But 2~o 
cannot be weakly compact because the structure <Soo, ~) has no proper 
L,o I extension. Thus we have an instance where the tree property is not 
equivalent to weak compactness. 
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Chapter 2. Basic model theoretical results 
In this chapter, we show that if a countable lementary theory has a 
well-ordered mcdel of a certain large cardinality, then it has well- 
or lered models of all infinite cardinalities. Not only well-ordering but 
also certain universal infinitary sentences can be preserved in t!m pro- 
cess. Moreover, in certain cases, the order type of the r~sulting structure 
can be pinned down. 
More explicitly, suppose 9~ = (A, < '~, ...> is a structure of countable 
length in which < ,a is a well-ordering of A. We may assume that 9~ is 
endowed with Skolem fur~ctions to such an extent hat, whenever 23 is 
elementary equivalent to ?I and ~ is a substructure (i.e., closed under 
the operations) of ~, ther~ ff is an elementary substructure of 23 (the 
concept of tidiness is introdaced in order to insure this). Let A = ~. If K 
satisfies certain partition properties (in fact, if K -~ (~ 1)<~o), then we 
can find a subset X ofA t~aving cardinality ~ 1 such that any two in- 
creasing sequences from X satisfy the same formulas in 2[. In the 
nomenclature of this chal: ter, (X, < ~t ) is said to be homogeneous for 
~I. Let ~ be the set of formulas atisfied in 9~ by increasing sequences 
from X. Given any well-oi der~d structure ~,  we can construct a struc- 
ture 23 = (B, < ~, ...> elementarily equivalent to 9~ such that qJ c (B, <~ ), 
any increasing sequence from ~ satisfies the formulas of ~ in ~, and any 
member of B results from the application of a term to some members of 
ICffl (we shall write K(Z, eft, ~)  to describe that state of affairs). It is 
easy to see that < '~ well-orders B. For, if not, then elements arising 
from the application of terms to some countable subset C of I CtJI would 
fc,, m an infinite descending chain. Mapping C in an order-preserving way 
int6 X (recall ~hat X = ~ 1 ), v,e could duplicate the infinite descending 
chain in '~{, a contradiction. Not surprisingly, all universal sentences of 
~,o ~ true in ~{ remain true in 23. By varying q/, we can vary the card'~,al- 
ity of 23 at will. What has been said so far constitutes a special ca,;e of 
Theorem 2.1 0.1. 
If, in addition, the order type of (A, <'~l > is K and if K satisfie:.: still 
more stringent conditions (for example, if K ~ (K)<~o), then X and 
can be chosen so that (B, <,e ) will have order type ~, whenever ~l has 
order type ?, and ?, is uncountable. This information is contained in 
Theorem 2.20. (Notice, however, that the theorems in this chapter are 
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stated so as to apply to structures 9d in which the field of <'~ may be 
smaller than the universe of ~.) This conclusion, that ~ has order type 
X when cff does, can be inferred from syntactical requirements on 1~. 
The notion of 'remarkable', a property of sets of formulas, was formu- 
lated with this and other model theoretical consequences in view. Cer- 
tain of the structural characteristics of the st:'ucture ~, in particular, the 
existence of a homogeneous set whick generates it, have intrinsic inter- 
est, especially in the case of the constructible universe. These are there- 
fore stated in some detail in Theorem 2.19. 
The method of model construction employed in this chapter was 
first introduced by Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski [ 2] in order to produce 
models with many automorphisms. The technique was later exploited 
by Morley, both in his dissertation [22] and in a paper [23] for the 
model theory symposium, for a variety of purposes. The author was led 
to the applications here in attempting to find another proof of results 
of Gaifman [9] concerning the constructible universe. This is the first 
time that well-ordered models of high cardinalities have been produced 
using these methods. 
For the sake of the chapter on constructibility, we want our con- 
siderafions to pertain directly to stiaactures in which the field of the 
orderiag is smaller than the universe° 
Definition 2.1. If < is a symbol in L(~l), then 9A is said to be a partly 
ordered structure (as opposed to partially ordered) if < '~ is a linear 
ordering of the field o f< '~t . If, in addition, <~ is a well-ordering of the 
field of < '~ , then ~l is said to be partly well-ordered. The order type of 
is defined to be the order type of (V, <ga ) where V is the field of < ~ . 
I fx  is the ~th element of (V, <'~ ), then x is called the eth element of 
?l. If 9A and ~ are partly ordered structures and ~l c '~, 9A is said to be 
an initial segment of N if the field of < '~ is an initial segment of the 
field of < '~ with respect o <'e. 
Now we introduce some very fundamental model theoretical notions. 
Definition 2.2. Suppose 9.1 is a structure and A is the universe of ~. 
(.1) A relation R c nA is said to be definable in 9A if there is a for- 
mula ~ in L(9.1) whose free variables are among Vo, ..., On_ 1 such that, 
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tbr all x0, .,., x n -1 ~ A ,  (x 0, ..., x n_ l )  ~ R if and only if ~ ~l ~0 [x 0, ..., 
xn-  l ]" A function f : nA "* A is said to be def inable in 92 if the relation 
{(x 0, . . . , xn_  1 , f ( (Xo ,  . . . ,Xn_ 1 )))  : x o, . . . ,Xn_ 1 CA} is def'mable in 
(.2) The structure 92 is said to be adequate  if, for every formula 0 in 
L(92 ) whose free variables are among vo .. . .  , o n , ~'here is a function 
f :  nA ~ A definable in 92 such that, for each x o, ..., Xn_ 1 ~ A ,  
,~ :i o n 0 [x 0 , ..., x n_l  ] implies that ~,?~ O [x 0, ..., Xn_ l ,  f ( (xo ,  . . ,  
x~_l))]. 
(.3) A set ~ of formulas is said to be t idy ~.f, for every formt~la 0 in 
L(92 ) whose free variables are among Vo, ..., o n , there is a term ~- in L(92) 
with free variables among vo , ..., On_ 1 such that the following sentence 
is a member of ~. Vv 0 , ..., On_ 1 (3  v ,  0 -~ 0 (vrn)).  The structure 92 is 
said to be t idy if its theory, i.e. the set of sentences true in ~t, ~s tidy. 
(.4) 91" is defined to be (92, f ) /~  R(~) where R(92) is the set of func- 
tions definable in 92. 
(.5) If X c A, then D~ (X), the set of elements definable in terms of 
elements of X, is defined to be the set o fx  E A such that, for ~;ome for- 
mula ~o of L(92) and some x I .... , x n ~ X ,  x is the unique elern~ent of 
{y  : ~,,~ ~[y ,x  1 , . . . ,x , , l  }. 
(.6) If X c A, H,~I (X) is taken to be the substructure of ~ whose 
universe is {r~ [x] : r is a term of L(92) and x ~ nX}.  
(.7) A structure N which is an expansion of 92 is called a tr~'vial ex- 
pans ion if every relation and operation occurring in the structure ~ is 
definable in 92. 
If '~ is a trivial expansion of 9l, it is easy to see (by induction) that 
every relation definable in ~ is already definable in 92. Notice that 92* 
is a trivial expansion of 92. Another convenient observation is the fol- 
lowing: if ~ is a trivial expansion of 92, then every formula of L(~) is 
equivalent in the theory of ~ to some iormula of L(92). 
Lemma 2.3.1. l f  some wel l -order ing o f  the universe o f  92 is definabl.e in 
~,  then 92 is adequate.  
Proof. If 0 is the formula alluded to in the definition of adequacy, 
define the function f as follows: if ~,~ 3v  n 0 [x 0, ..., xn_  l ] set 
f ( (x  o , ..., Xn_ 1)) to be the First eleme~t y with respect o the we!l- 
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ordering for which ~ 0 [x 0, ..., xn_ 1 , y] ; otherwise, take f ( (x  o, ..., 
xn_l))  to be the first element in 1921 with respect o the well-ordering. It
is easy to check that f is definable in 92, and that f satisfies the adequacy 
condition. 
Lemma 2.3.2. Every structure can be expanded to an adequate struc- 
ture having at most  one additional relation. 
This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 2.3.1 (and the axiom of 
choice). 
I.emma 2.3.3. I f  2[ is an adequate structure, then 92* is a tidy ~truc~,.re. 
Proof. Since 2[* is a trivial expansion of 91, every formula in L(92*) is 
equivalent in the theory of 9A* to some formula of L(92). Hence, it is 
sufficient o verify the tidiness condition for an arbitrary formula of 
L(2[). Let 0 be a formula of L(2[), and let fbe  the function definable in 
92 whose existence is guaranteed by the definition of adequacy. Let r be 
the term in L(92*) con'esponding to f  ( f is  an index for 92", so there is 
an operation symbol corresponding to it in L(9~*)). Clearly r satisfies 
the tidiness condition for ~. 
Lemma 2.3.4. I f  25 is a substructure 6 f  2[ such that D,~ (1251) = 1251 end 
2[ is an adequate structure, then 25 is an elementary substructure o f  92. 
I f  25 is a ~ubstructure o f  2[ such that till (I 25 l) = 23 and 2[ is a tidy struc- 
ture, then 25 is an elementary substructure o f  92. 
Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Tarski's theo- 
rem [34]: 
If 25 is a substructure of 9.l such that, for any formula 0 of L(92) 
whose free variables are among v o , ..., v n and any x o, ..., Xn_ 1 ~ !~l, 
~ 3% 0 Ix 0 , ..., Xn_ 1 ] implies that there exists x n ~ I2~1 for which 
~l  O[Xo, " " ,xn- l  ,Xn ]' then ~-<92. 
The second assertion follows readily from the first. 
Corollary 2.3.5. I f  X is a non-empty subset o f  t,he universe o f  2[ and 92 
is tidy, then Hg~ (X) is an elementary substructure o f  2[. 
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Notice that H,:~ (IHga (X)l) = H,~ (X) and apply Lemma 2.3.4. 
Definition 2.4.  Suppose 92 is a structure and ~ an ordered structure 
such that I ~1 c 1 91 I. ~ is said to be homogeneous for 9A if the following 
condition is satisfied: if x and x' are two increasing sequences from 9C 
having the same length and ~ ts a formula of L(91), then ~a ~ Ix] if and 
only if ~ ~[x']. (This is the same as saying that (91, x) is elementarily 
equivalent to (9.1, x'), written (91, x) - (92, x').) If 9C is homogeneous 
for 92 define F,~ (9() = { ~ : ¢ is a formula in L(~), and, for each increas- 
ing sequence x from T, ~ ~ ~ Ix ] }. If 92 is a partly ordered structure and 
X is included in the field of < 9a, then X is said to be homogeneous for 
91 if (X, < ~) is homogeneous; for 'h. 
Thus, F,~ (~)  is a complete set of formulas, in the sense that, for 
each formula ~ in L(92), either ¢ or q ¢ is a member of F~ (~) .  
Lemma 2.4.1. I f  9C is homogeneous for 9.l and f8 is a trivial expansion 
of  ~{, then 9g is homogeneous for ~. 
This follows from the remark that every formula of L (~)  is equiva- 
le,at in the theory of ~ to a formula of L(92). 
Def'mition 2.5. If Z is a tidy set of form:~las in L(~f), 9C an ordered 
structure, we write K(~;,9~,91 ) ifgc is homogeneous in 91, F~ (9C) = ~, 
and H~ (19el) = 92. 
Lemma 2.5.1. I f  ql and 9I' are ordered structures, f a monomorphism 
of  91 into 91', ~ a tidy set of  formulas, K(~,, eft, 92 ) and K(Z, 9J', 92'), 
then there is a unique monomorphism g from 91 to 91' extending f;
moreover, g is an elementary monomorphism of 92 into 92'. 
Proof. Let g = {(r ~ [x], r ~'[fo x]) : r is a term of L(91) and x is a se- 
quence of elements of qJ}. If there is a monomorphism from 92 into 9.1' 
extending f, it must equal g since monomorphisms preserve terms. 
Notice that the domain of g does equal the universe of 92. It remains 
only to show that g is a function and an elementary .monomorphism. 
We observe that, for any terms ro, ..., rn_ 1 and any sequences 
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x o , ..., Xn_ 1 from ~ff and any formula 0, 
(#)~l  O[r~ ~[xo], .... ,rn_ 1'~ [Xn_ 1]] iff 
~t 0 [ r~t ' [ fo  X0] , ..., r ~'t' [ fo  ] ] ' n -1  Xn-1  " 
By incorporating the terms into the formulas and making suitable 
changes of variables, this becomes a special case of 
(##) ~ 9[x] if and only if ~ .~,~o[fox] . 
By making further changes of variables, we may assume that x is an in- 
creasing sequence. This form of (2) is evident from the fact that 
K(~, ~', 9/) and K(X;, ~ ' ,  91'). 
(#) guarantees that g is a function, for taking 0 to be the ibrmula 
~[tt  z '  
o 0 = o 1 gives: r0 ~ [x o] = r] ~t [x I ] if and only i f ,d~'tfo x0i = r~ tso x~ 1. 
(#) also gives directly that g is an elementary monomorphism of 93 into 
91t. 
Notice that if 91 is a tidy structure and 9C is homogeneous for 93, 
then K(F,,i (9C), 9~, H~ (1~1)). This is immediate from the definition of 
K. 
Lemma 2.6. I f  there exists a tidy structure 91 and an infinite structure 
5Z homogeneous for  91 such that F,~t (c.Z) = ~, then, for  each ordered 
structure ~I, tf:ere is a structure ~3 for  which K(~, , eft, 2 ). 
Proof. Let Z' = {O(Cy o, ..., Cyn_~): n ~ co, 0 is a formula of Z whose 
free variables are among o 0 , .... on_l,  and y is an increasing sequence 
from ~ of length n } in the language of 91 augmented with .new and dis- 
tinct individual constants Cy for y ~ I~1. Let F be a finite subset of ~;'. 
Suppose that thg_range of the increasing sequence y ~ n iCffl contains all 
subscripts occurring on individual constants appearing in F. Let f be a 
function mapping y*n  into 9C in such a way that fo y is an increasing 
sequence in ~. Then ( 91, f )  is a model of F. By the compactness theo- 
rem, X' has a model 2'.  We may assume that Cy ~' = y for each y ~ I~ffl. 
Let 2" be the restriction of 2 '  to the relations of 91, and set 
= a~,  (ICffl). Since 2 is an elementary substructure of ~", it is evident 
that K(~, ~, 2).  
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This theorem can, of course, be proved instead by defining the ~truc- 
ture ~8 in accordance with the atomic formulas present in :~ and then 
establishing by inductior on formulas that ~ satisfies the conditions 
given by the other formr.las of ~. 
The following theorera gives some highly general conditions under 
which a set ~ of formulas generates 'nice' models from arbitrary well- 
orderings. The main example of a universal sentence of L~ will be the 
sentence asserting that < is a well-ordering. Theorem 2.7 wi~! be applied 
to give us an 'upward L5wenhebn-Skolem type result' in Theorem 2.10. 
Certain combinatorial ssumptions enable us to derive the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose ~, is a tide set o f  formulas and (fS~ : ~ < K) a se- 
quence o f  structures where K(~ ~,  <~, ~)  for each ~ < ~. I f  ~ is a well- 
ordered str,~cture and K(Z,  eft, ~i ), any universal sentence o f  L~(~) 
holding in each '~ will hold in ~. 
Proof. Suppose o is a universal sentence of L~(~) holding in ,~ach struc- 
ture ~,  and assume that o = (Voa)a<aM(oa)a< ~ where M is open. If a 
is not true in ~, then there is a sequence x of length/~ st~ch that 
~,z~ -1M[x].  Since # < r,  we can find a subset D c lCffl of power less 
than K such that the range o fx  is included in IH,~ (D)I. Let ~ = H,~ (D). 
Since M is open, ~¢ -1M[x]. I f ' t  is the order type o ld  in oj, then 
7 < ~:, so there is a monomorphism f :  <D, <~)  -+ (3', <), which can 
then,, by Lemma 2.5.1, be extender, to an elementary monomorphism 
of ~ into ~.  Then, ~ -1M[g o x] ,  contradicting ~o.  
Lemma 2.8 (Rowbottom). f f  t~ is a limit ordinal and ~ -~ (~)<~o , then 
-~ (~)<~o (where c = 2~0). 
~oof .  Suppose f "  [K]<~o ~ ~o 2. I f r  ~ = 2i(2~ + 1)andx  0 < ... < xn~_ 1< 
<r,  set g({ x o, ..., Xn_ ~ } ) = f ({x  0 , .., xi_ ~ } )j, i.e., the / th  coordinate 
ot f ({Xo , . . . , x i _ l} ) ; se tg(O)=O.  Usivgr " (a) 2 , takeX_  ~ of ort:er 
type a such that  for each n ~ co, g-~ IX] n = 1. It remains to show that X 
is homogeneous for f as well. Sup~ ose f ({x0,  ..., xi_ 1 } ) --/: f ({x '  0 , ..., 
x j_ 1 } ) where x and x' are increasing sequences of length i from X. Then, 
for some 1, f ({  x o , ..., xi_ ~ } b ~ f(  { x~, ..., x~_~ } )/. Using the fact that 
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X has no last element (a is a limit ordinal), we can extend x and x '  to 
increashlg sequences of length n = 2i(2j + 1) from X, say y and y ' ,  re- 
spectively (so x is the restriction o fy  to i, and x'  the restriction o fy '  to 
i). By the homogeneity o fX  fo rg  and by the definit ion of  g, 
t 
f( { Xo, "", Xi-I } )/= g({ YO, "", Yn-1 } ) = g( { Y'O, "", Yn -I } ) = 
F 
= f ({x~,  ..., x n -1 } )/, contradiction. 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that C is a subset o f  the universe o f  the structure 
9~ and that < is a well-ordering o f  C. Also suppose tha, ff = ~. 
(. 1 ) I f  the length o f  92 is at most  ~ and r -~ (~)<x~o, then there is a 
subset X o f  C such that (X, <> has order type a and (X, <) is homoge- 
neous for 92. 
(.2) I f  ~ has countable length, ~ -~ (a)<F~o, and ~ is a limit ordinal, 
then there is a subset X o f  C such that (X, <) has order type a and 
(X, <) is homogeneous for  92. 
Proof. By cutting C down and by changing elements appropriately, we 
may assume that ~ = ~ and that < is the usual ~-ordering o f~.  I f : :  is an 
increasing sequence from K of length n, define f({ x 0 , ..., x n -1 } ) = 
= {~0 : ~0 is a formula in L(92), and ~,~1 ~0[x] }. f i s  a function from 
[K ] < So into a set of  cardinality < 2 x, namely, the set of all sets of  for- 
mulas of  L(92). Thus, under the hypotheses of  (. 1 ), there is a subset X 
o f t  having order type a such that f * [X]  n = 1 for each n ~ co. (X, <> is 
homogeneous for 9~. This establishes (. 1 ). (.2) follows from (. 1 ) by vir- 
tue of Lernma 2.8. 
Theorem 2.10. Let o be a universal sentence o f  L~ containing at most 
)~ symbols where ?~ is infinite. 
(.1) I f  o has a model o f  power v where v-+ (K)<x~o , then o h~s a 
model  in each power >t ~. 
(.2) I f  ~ has a model  o f  power v, where v --> (a)<2x~o f r  each ordinal 
< ~, and cf  r > 2 x, then o has a model in each power >~ ),. 
Proof. Let 92 be a model of a of power v and length < )~. From 2.3.1 - 
2.3.3, we can expand ~ to a t idy structure still having length ~< 7~. Thus 
itself may be assumed tidy. Let < be a well-ordering of the universe 
of 92. "Under the hypothesis of  (. 1), Lemma 2.9 assures us that there is a 
subset X of  192 1 for which (X, <> has order type ~ and (X, <) is homo- 
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geneous for ~[. Taking X~ to consist of the first 7 elements of X and ~ 
to be H~ (X,)  for each 3' < K, o holds in each ~.  Let ~ = F~ (C¥, <)). 
Since K(~, (X~, <>, 25, ) for each 7, Theorem 2.7 shows that, i f~  is a 
well-ordering and K(~, qJ, ~), then a holds in ~. But, given any cardinal 
p i> ~,, take a well-ordered structure qJ of cardinality p. By Lemma 2.6, 
there exists a structure ff for which K(~, ~', ~ ). Clearly, ~ w~ll have 
power p, and a is true in ft. 
Under the hypotheses of (.2), we can choose ao 9(~ c <1~1, <> of 
order type ~ homogeneous for ~ for each ~ < r. But, since the number 
of symbols in the language is < ~, the mapping h defined by ,~(~) = 
= F~ (9C~) has range of power ~< 2 x < cf~, so there is some set S c ~ of 
power r such that h is constant on S,; call that constant value: ~. It is 
evident hat, for each t~ < r, there exists an ordering ~'c~ of order type a 
homogeneous for 9~ such that F~ (~'a) = ~. Taking ~ = H~ (1~'~1), we 
have K(Y-,,9.Ja, ~)  and ~ ,~ao for each a < r. The proof can now be 
completed as in (. 1 ). 
Now we show how to get still 'nicer' models. If a set ~; of formu!as is 
remarkable, a restriction which is lal~gely syntactical (Definition 2.1 i), 
and ~ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7 (to insure well-ordered- 
qess), then, from any ordering of order type ~ where ~, is uncountable, 
generates a structure of order type ?, (see Theorem 2.15). A number 
of other useful properties, dealt with in 2.15 - 2.19, follow from the 
assumption that ~ is remarkable. Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14 give us condi- 
tions under which it is possible to get remarkable sets. (The arguments 
of 2.13 and 2.14 are essentially dye to Rowbottom, extending earqer 
results of the author, who had cor~sidered mainly the condition 
K ~ (K)<~o .) These results are combined in Theorem 2.20 to give an- 
other L~Swenheim-Skolem type theorem. 
Definition 2.1 1. Let ~ be a partly ordered structure. ~00 is the formula 
defining the field o f< : 3o1(v 0 < v 1 v v 1 < o0). o says that < is a linear 
ordering of the field o f<:  (~'v 0' ol)(~00(u 0) ^  ~0O(Ol)-* (o 0 4= o 1 ~-~ 
v 0<o 1 vv 1 <Vo) )^(Vv  0,o 1 , 02)(0 o<v 1 ^ o 1 <o 2-~v 0<o2) .  
A tidy set ~ of formulas in L(91) is said to be remarkable if it contains 
o, if ~here xists an infinite ~ and a structure ~8 for which K(Z, ~, ~8), 
and if it oontains the following formulas: 
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(i) ~0(r(v0, ..., o n _~ )) ~ r(uo,  ..., On_ 1 ) < v n where r is a term in 
L(92) whose free variables are among o0, ..., on_ ~ . 
(ii) r('~ o, .... °n - l ,  On, On + 1, "", Om ) < On "> ~'(°0, "", On- l ,  On, On +1, 
""' Om ) = r(O0' ""' On- l ,  On' °m +1, "", °2m-n  ) where  the  free var iables 
of r are among v o, ..., o m . 
(iii) o n < r(v o, ..., On_ ~ , Vn+~, ..., v m )~  On+ 1 < r (v0,  ..., On_ i ,  
°n +1, "", Vm) where the free variables of  r are among v o, ..., v m _~. 
(iv) v 0 < o 1 . 
A structure 9C homogeneous for 92 is ~aid to be remarkab le  fo r  92 if 
~7~ (~)  is remarkable. 
Remark. (iv) simply guarantees that the ordering < ~ in the model 
agrees with the ordering of  ~X. Thus, in attempting to understand condb 
tions ( i ) - ( i i i ) ,  it is important o understand that v 0 < o~ < 0 2 < ... 
Remark 2.12. Suppose 9~ is a structure homogeneous for 9.1 such that 
F~ (90 contains all formulas of type (ii) in the definition of 'remark- 
able' and 9£ has no greatest element. Then, if u, w, and w' are increasing 
sequences from 9C, z is an element of  t9Cl greater than u but less than 
both w and w', and r ~ [~, z, ~]  < '~lz, then r ~ [~, z, ~]  = r ~ [~, z, ~ ' ] .  
Proof. Since ~X has no greatest element, we may choose an increasing 
sequence w" from 9C greater than both w and w', but having the sar:_e 
length as w. Since r~ [~, z, ~]  < ~t z, (ii) implies that r~• [~, z, ~]  == 
= r ~l [~ ,z ,  ~" ] .  By the homogeneity ofgC, r ~ [~, z, ~ ' ]  < ¢'z. Se, 
again by (ii), r~ [~, z, ~ ' ]  = r 9a [~, z, ~" ] .  Thus r 9a [~, z, ~1 = 
= r 9~ [~, z, ~ ' ] ,  as desired. 
Lemma 2.1 3. Suppose  9C is a s t ructure  o f  order  type  a homogeneous  
fo r  the t idy,  par t ly  wel l -ordered s t ructure  % ~ is a l imi t  ord ina l  greater  
than ¢o, and  F~ (9(.) conta ins  all fo rmulas  o f  types  (i), (ii) and (iv). Then 
there is a s t ructure  ~l o f  order  type  ~ remarkab le  fo r  92. 
Proof. Let (xt • ~ < a) be an enumeration of 9C in increasing order. Sup- 
pose • r~ [x0, ..., Xn_ l , xo~ , x t t  , ..., Xtm ] is the smallest element in 
H~ (I 9C I) greater than { x i • i ~ o~ }. By Remark 2.12, r E [x0, ..., x n_ l ,  
xw ' x~l  , ..., x~ m ] < 9a x~ ° implies r~" [x 0, ..., Xn_ 1 , x,,, , xo~+l, ..,, 
x,,,+m I = tO" [x o , ..., Xn_ 1 , x, , , ,  x~ l ,  ..., X~m ]. Take (u~ : ~ < a~ to be an 
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increasing sequence of increasing sequences from 9C, each of length 
m + 1, so that u~ > ~xn_ 1 for each ~ and u,~ = (x~,  xw+l ,  ..., xto+m). 
Set z = <x o, ..., Xn_l>. Let y~ = r0 ~ [z, u~l for each ~ < a. Notice that 
y~ < ~ y~, whenever ~ c ~" Since u 0 < ~ x k for some k ~ co, (i) tells us 
that Y0 < ~ x ,  <'~ Y,o. Thus, by the homogeneity of 9(, y~ < ~ y~, for 
any ~ < ~'. 
Let Y = { y~ • ~ < a } and OJ = ( Y, < '~ ). We seek to show that ~ is 
remarkable for 92. The homogeneity condit ion for .cy, namely, 
~t ~0[T~ 1 [~,  3~0'], ..... rg  [~, -U~m_l]  l i f f  N~t ~0[r~ [Z, Unol , ..., 
~'~ I-z, ~nm-1 ] ] where ~0 < -.- < ~m-1, no < -.. '/m--1, follows from 
the homogeneity of  ~ in 92. By virtue of (i) for 9C, there is an xk, k < 60, 
such that xtc exceeds Y0, ..., YI- 1, so (again using (i)),, r ~ [Y0, ..., 
Yl-1 ] <~ xk <~ Yw, hence (i) holds for 9fl(by the homogeneity of  eft, 
it suffices to establish one instance). For (ii), observe: that y,~ <'~ x,o, 
so, in general, y~ < '~ the first term of  the sequence u~. Thus, if 
r'~ [Y0, .... Y~-~, Yk, Yt+~ "-, Ym ] < ~ Yk ,  then, rewriting as a term in 
the x's,  r'~ [-~, u o, ..., u t_  ~ , u~:, uk+~, ...] <~ the first term of  u k. 
[ z , "  '* ~ :'~ "~ ] = Applying condit ion (ii) for 9C, r ~ "* Uo, ..., uk-1,  uk,  Uk+l, "-, ~,~ 
= 7"'92 [Z'-~, "UO, "", Uk-1,  l lk, Urn+l, ""] ,  SO that  r'~'t [Y0, " " ,Yk - l ,Yk ,  
Yk+l,  ""] = Tga [Y0, "", Yk-1 ,  Yk ,  Ym +1, ""] ,  establishing (ii) for ~ .  
Recall that yw ~ ~ x k whenever k ~ w, so y] > '~ x k whenever ui > x k . 
So, if the formula v n, < r(v o, ..., on-  l, On,+~, ..., Om,) is a member of  
F,~ (~ff), then Yn" <'~ r'~l [Y0, "", Yn ' - l ,  Yw, "", Yw+m'-l] for each 
n" ~ ¢o, n" >1 n', and consequently x k <'~t r'~ [Y0, " " ,Yn ' - I ,Y to ,  ""] for 
all k. Thus, by the defining property of r, y~ ~< 9~ r~ [Y0, "", Yn' -~,  
Yto, "'" 1, which establishes (iii). 
l .emma 2.14. I lK  = 13 { )," ~ ~ (t~)<~o }, a is a l imit ordinalgreater  
than ¢o, and 92 is a tidy, part ly wel l -ordered structure o f  length at most  
v which has order type ~, then there is a structure ~ o f  order O'pe ~ re- 
markable fo r  .92. 
Proof. In the first place, it is convenient to assume that the field of the 
ordering <'~ is precisely K and that < '~ agrees with the ~-order~ng of r .  
(We take a suitable isomorph of 92.) For each/3 < K, let G o • [/31<~o 
2 v be a funct ion having no homogeneous set of  order type a For 
each n and each/3 < ~ set F n (#, 5 )  = Ga(x)  where x is an increasing 
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sequence of length n from/3, and take the value of  F n to be 0 in any 
other situation. Thus F n is (n + 1 )-ary for each n. Let f map 2 v onto v 2 
in a 1 - 1 manner. For each 3' < v, define the set U~ as foUows: a ~ U~ 
if and only if a < 2 v and f (a )~ = 1. Expand the structure 
r 
(~[, tTn, U.r)n~,~, ~<v to a tidy structure ~ still of  length ~< v. 
By Lemma 2.9 and the assumption ~-~ (a)2<~o, there exists a subset 
X of order type a of K such that 9C= (X, < '-'~ ) is homogeneous for ~. We: 
seek to show that that F~ (~X) contains all formulas of types (i), (ii), 
and (iv) in the definit ion of  'remarkable'. Let (x  n • n < a) be an enumer- 
ation of cY in increasing order. To verify (i), it s~_ffices to show that 
z'~t [x0, ..., Xn-1 ] <~ Xn for each term r of the language of  9A. If not, 
then r'~ [x 0, ..., Xn_  1 ] >.>-'~t x n and, therefore, r~4 [x0, ..., xn_ l ]  >~'~ x¢~ 
whenever #~ n. Suppose u and v are seqaences of  length m from 9C, 
both greater than Xn_ 1 . Consider F m ('r'~i [x0, ..., Xn_ 1 ], ~) and 
F m (r'~ [x 0 , ..., x n_ l  ], ~'). Clearly, by homogeneity,  the two are mem- 
bers of precisely the same UT's. Since both are less than 2 v, they are 
equal. Thus { x n • rl < a, 77 1> n } is homogeneous for uriXo ,~ '~t  ...,Xn-~ ] " 
contradiction. Thus (i) is established. 
For (ii), suppose r')t Ix 0, ..., xn_  1 , Xn,  Xn+i , ..., x m ] <~'~ x n even 
though r~t [x0,  ..., Xn_  l , Xn , x n +1, "", Xm ] 4= 7" ~t [x 0 . . . .  , Xn_  l ' Xn ' 
Xm +l, "", X2m-n  ]" Choose an increasing sequence (u  n • n < a) of in- 
creasing sequences from 9~ of length rn -n  each, each greater than x n . It 
is obvious that r'~t Ix 0 , ..., x n , "un ] <,)t r~ Ix 0 , ..., x n , ~n,] whenever 
< r~', for otherwise we would have an infinite descending chain. 
Hence, takingy n = r'~ [x 0, ..., x n , ~n] for each r /< a, we see that 
{ Yn " r /< a } is a set of  order type a which is less than x,, and which, 
by an argument almost identical to the one above, is homogeneous for 
Gxn. This again contradicts the def inirg property of G, and establishes 
(ii). (iv) is obvious. Hence, by the pr~:ceding lemma, there is a structure 
of order type a remarkable for 2t, as desired. 
In case ~ --> (~)<~o, which is easily shown to imply ~ --> (~)<~o for 
v < ~ (so ~ = Iq { X : X --* (g)<vSo), one easily checks that any structure 
of power ~ whose universe is a subset of  12ll and which is homogeneous 
for 9~ already satisfies (i), (ii) and (iv). 
Theorem 2.15. Suppose  ~ is a remarkab le  set  o f  fo rmulas ,  9C and  ~ are 
ordered  s t ructures ,  and  ~[ and  ~ are s t ruc tures  such ~hat K (~,  9~, 2[ ) 
and  K(E, eft, ~ ). Then 
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(.1) l f  f : 9C-+~ is a monomorphism, 9Chas no greatest element, and 
the range o f f  is an initial segment oral, then the range of  the unique 
extension g o f f  to an elementary monomorphism of 9~ into 93 is also an 
initial segment of  93. 
(.2) l f  the order type of  9C is X where ~ exceeds the number of  sym- 
bols in Z and ~ o, and if ~l is partly well-ordered, then ;he order type of  
9~ is also ~. 
Proof. It suffices to establish the following assertion: 
(**) If Y' is an initial segment of "Yhaving no greatest element, then 
H~l (Y') is an initial segment of ~. 
(**) gives (. 1 ) because the range o fg  is H,~ (f*l 9Cl) where f* l  9Cl is an 
initial segment of ~'. For (.2), suppose that the order type of 9C is K 
where K exceeds the number of symbols in Y. and ~0, and that ~. is 
partly well-ordered. Since 9C is a subordering of ~1, the order type of 9~ 
is at least K. It suffices to show that every element in the field of <~ has 
fewer than K predecessors. But every element of ~ is contained in some 
H,~ (Y') where Y' is a proper initial segment of 9C having no greatest ele- 
ment. By (**), H~t (Y') is an initial segment, and, since the power of Y' 
is less than g, H~l (Y') has cardinality le~s than g. The set of predecessors 
of the element, being included in H,~ (Y'), has power less than K. 
For the assertion (**), let Y' be an initial segment of 9C having no great. 
[u, -~] is less than some element of est element. Suppose that r'~ ~ 
H~ (Y'), where u is an ::ncreasing sequence from Y', v an increasing 
sequence from outside Y'. From pre~erty (i) in the definition of 're- 
markable', every element ofH~ (Y') in the field of <'~ is bounded by 
some element of Y', say ~'~ [~, ~'] <'~ y where u < y ~ Y'. By a suit- 
able change of variables, we may rewrite r'~t -+ [u, "~ ] as r'~ [~, y, -~ ]. Let 
o' be a sequence from Y' greater than y but having the same length as o. 
r "-')" " ' ) ' t  1 Since r"~ [u,y,  ~] < ~ y, (if) implies that r'~' [~,y, -31 = r"~ tu, y, o j 
which is a member o~? H~ (Y'). "I~aus H~ (Y') is an initial segment, as 
was originally clhimed. 
Remark 2.16. If K(~;, ~, 9~) where X is remarkable and x is the first 
element of 9C greater than some initial segment Y' of 9C having no great- 
est element, then x is the first element of ~ which is not a member of 
H,~ (Y') and is the first element of ~ greater than all the elements of Y'. 
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This is a consequence of (iii) in the definition of 'remarkable'. For, if 
r~t [~, x, -~ ] exceeds every element of Y' ,  where u is an increasing se- 
quence from Y' and v an increasing sequence of members of ~ greater 
than x, one can choose an element y of Y' greater than u and argue that, 
by virtue of (iii), y < ~ r~ [ u, x, -~ ] yields x <~ r ~ [~, x, -~ ]. That x is 
not a member ofH~ (Y ' )  follows from (i). 
Definition 2.1 7. Suppose ~l is a partly well-ordered structure and V is 
the field of < ~ . A subset X of I ~11 is said to be closed in ~l if X is in- 
cluded in V, and, for every non-~mpty initial segment (with respect o 
<~t ) X' of X different from X and having no greatest element, if~: is 
the least upper bound of X' in (X, <'~ L then x is the least upper bound 
of X' in <V, <~t ). X is said to be cofinal in 91 i fX  is included in Vand 
no element of V exceeds all elements of X. 
Notice that some of the conditions in the definition of 'remarkable' 
could be reformulated in a model theoretic fashion by means of these 
notions. Condition (i) is closely linked with ~X being cofinal in a struc- 
ture which 9f generates, and condition (iii) with ~X being clo~ed in a 
structure which 9C generates. We will not give precise statements. 
Theorem 2.18. / fK (E ,  9C, $l)where )2 is remarkable, 9C is well-ordered, 
is partly well-ordered, and 9f is unbounded, then: 
(. 1 ) 190 is closed and coj~nal in ~1. 
(.2) I f  x is the ~th element o f  ~ where 2~ is an uncountable cardinal 
greater than the number o f  symbols in ~, then x is also the )~th element 
o f  ga. 
Proof. (. 1) follows trivially from Remark 2.1 6 and from condition (i) 
in the definition of 'remarkable'. For (.2), let Y' be the set of predeces- 
sors of x in 9C. Since the order type of ( Y', <) is ~,, Theorem 2.1 5 tells 
us that the order type of H,~ (Y') is also ~, and that H~ (Y') is an initial 
segment of 9A. Since x is the first element not in H~t (Y') by Remark 
2.1 6, it is the ~th element of ~1. 
Theorem 2.19. Suppose Z is a remarkable set o f  ]ormulas and 
~',~ : 77 < co 1 ) a sequence o f  partly well-ordered structures uch that 
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K(Z, (r~, <), ~n.) for each r~ < ~l "  Let ~'o be an uncountable cardinal 
greater than ~. Then there is a sequence (( Plx , X x) : ~ is a cardinal 
~o ) such that K(~, (Xx , <~x) ,  ~[ x ) for each X and: 
(.1) (9~x : h is a cardinal >~ ~o) forms an elementary tower, i.e., i f  
;to <~ ~ < ~', then 0[ x is an elementary substructure o f  ~[~,. 
(.2) For each X, the order type o f  ~x is ~.. 
(.3) I f  X <~ ~', then Plx is an initial segment o f  9~x,. 
(.4) I f  o is a universal sentence o f  L~1 holding in each ~,  for o < ~ ~, 
then o holds in each ~x. 
(.5) For each ~, Xx is closed and cofinal in 9~ x, and if  ~ o < ~,' < X, 
the X'th element o f  X x is the ?t'th element o f  0~ x. 
(.6) For X <<. X', Xx, n I~lxl =Xx. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, for every cardinal X ~> )'0, there is a structure ~x 
such that K(Z, (),, <), ~x). By Theoiem 2.7, each ~x is partly well- 
ordered (well-ordering is expressible by the universal sentence (~' v 0 , o I, 
o~, ...) -1 (v 1 < v 0 ^  o~ < v 1 /~ ...) of L~) .  Therefore, by Theorem 2.15, 
the order type of ~x is X. By Theorem 2.18, ~. is closed and cofinal in 
~x for each X, and, moreover, if )'0 < ~ < ?~', X is the ?~th e~ement of 
~x,. For each ~, ~< k' at least as large as ;~o, let fxx, be the unique ele- 
mentary monomorphism of ~x into ~x, extending the identity map of 
?, into ~'. By Theorem 2.15, the range of J~x, is an initial segment of 
x'- Furthermore, if X' ~< ;C', ~hen fx'x" o fax' = fxx" because both sides 
are elementary monomorphisms of ~x into ~x" extending the identity 
map of X into ~". 
Now we indicate how to define the sequence << 9.Ix, X x) : k is a car- 
dinal 1> X0). More precisely, one defines a sequence <( 9~x, X,~, gx)) with 
the following properties: gx is an isomorphism of Ex onto 9~x, 
g~X = Xx,  and, for ~ ~< ~', gx' ° fxx' = gx. Suppose (( 91~,, X x, gx)" 
: )'0 < ~ < ta) has been defined so as to satisfy these requirements for 
~., ~' < u. There are two cases. (The case ofta = ?~0 is tri'Aal: simply take 
cdu = f~u, X~, = ta, g~ to be the identity.) I fu is a limit cardinal greater 
than;t0, take ~u = U{9~x:),0 < ?' <u},X  u =U{X x:x o<~<u}, 
andg u = U {gx ° (fx-U 1 -13"*x~ Iffxl)" ;t0 -<< ?~ < u } (where the symbol-! 
is used to indicate the restriction of a function to the specified subset 
of its domain). Certain remarks are needed to justify the detinition of 
g~ and to verify the properties. The only non-trivial one is that 
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U {f~*, I~1  : Xo < X < t~} = I~,1. This is so because the left sidejs a 
substructure of ~ ,  which includes u. I fu  = ?,+ where X > ~'o, then 
notice that gx ° (fx-u 1 -lf~u I ~ x I) is an isomorphism of some substruc- 
ture of ~u onto 2Ix, which can then be extended to an isomorphism gu 
of ~u onto some extension ~lu of ~x. Set X u = g*ta. It is easy to check 
the induction properties. 
Properties (.2), (.4), and (.5) are obvious from the corresponding 
properties for the ~x. The others can be seen quite readily too. 
Theorem 2.20. / fa  is an uncountable limit ordinal, ~ = I"1 { ~ : X -~ 
--> (a)<~0}, and ~ is a partly ordered structure o f  order type K having 
length at most v where ~o <<- v < 7~o, then there exists a sequence 
<~[x : ~ is a cardinal >I ~o) o f  structures elementarily equivalent o 
having properties (. 1 ) - ( .3 )  of  Theorem 2.19 and in addition: 
(.7) For any k' < ~, any universal sentence o f  L h, homing in ~1 holds 
in each '21 x . 
(.8) For each ~, i f  f£ is a substructure o f  ~x having power < ~, then 
can be embedded into ~[. 
Proof. Expand ~2{ to a tidy structure ~1' still of length at most v. By 
Lemma 2.1 4 there is a struc:~.ure 9C of order type a remarkable for ~'. 
= F,,~ ,(90 is remarkable. Applying Theorem 2.1 9, we get a sequence 
t ((~)l x, Xx)" ;~ a cardinal t> ;~c,~) in which ( .1) - ( .3)  hold and K(~;, 
(Xx, <'.'~ 'x), ~ , ) .  Letting ( ~1 x • X a cardinal i> ~,0 > be the corresponding 
sequence of reducts to the similarity type of 9(, it too satisfies (. 1)-( .3).  
(.7) holds for ~l' and ~ ~, by Theorem 2.7 (taking for ~n an appropriate 
I I isomorph of H,,~ ,(X,7 ) where X,~ consists of the first 77 elements of 90, 
and hence for ~ and ~[x. I f~  is a substructure of 9~ having power less 
than ~, there is a subset Y of X x having power less than ~ such that 
I(~1 c IH,:~,(Y)I. Let fbe  an order-preserving map of(Y, < ,~'x> into 9C 
and extend f to an elementary monomorphism g of H,~ ~ (Y) into 9.{'. 
Then the restriction of g to I($ I gives the embedding of ff into 91. 
Theorem 2.21. / f  "~I is a partly ordered structure o f  length <~ ~ having 
order type K where ~ ~ (K) <~o , then there is an elementary tower 
(9,( x : ~ is a cardinal >t ~) such that ~ = 91, the order type o f  each 9,( x is 
~, and 9.I x is an init,!al segment o f  9i x, whenever ~ <<. ~,'. 
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Note. Strictly speaking, the proof of  this theorem depends on a result 
from Chapter 4, the proof of  which is in any case independent of  any of 
these results. In fact, it is quite easy to give a direct proof that 
~ (tc)<~o implies K ~ (r)~'~o for any ~, < r .  
Proof of  Theorem 2.21. Since some tidy expansion of tile structure 
(~,  a)a~l.~t I has length ~< r ~. we may simply assume that 9I is itself t idy 
and that in L(9.I), for each a 6 I~1, there is an individual constant ca for 
~ = a. Let S be the L~ theory of  the structure ~, i.e. the set of  whi(zh a 
L~(!~) sentences true in 9I. Let {d~ " 4 ~ K } be new and distinct indi- 
vidu.al constants. T will be a set of sentences asserting that the set con- 
sisting of  the elements denoted by the d~ is remarkable. Precisely, T 
con:~ists of the following: d~ < d~, for 4 < 4', ~(d~o, ..., d~n._ 1 ) ' > 
*-~ ~(d~,o, ..., d~h_ ~ ) whenever 4, 4' are increasing sequences from r and 
is a formula from L(~I), and finally, the results of sub,;tituting a se- 
quence d~o, d~,  ... where ~ is any increasing sequence from K for the 
variables v0, v l ,  ... in all formulas (i), (ii), (iii) from L (~)  ia the defini- 
tion of 'remarkable' (i.e., v 0 is replaced by d~o, ..., o i by d~i, ...). 
We now observe that any subset S '  of S u T having power less than K 
has a model. All the symbols aside from "he d's occurring in S' must 
occur in 9~', where ~' is a t idy reduct of  9.I of  length less than K. Since 
~ (~) b~0 for any X < K by Theorem 4.5, it follows by Lemma ~. ,4  
that there is a structure 9~ of  order type K remarkable for ~I'. Suppose 4 
is the index corresponding to d~ for each 4 < K. If (x~ • 4 < r) is an 
enumeration of iX in increasing o~der, then (9.I', x~)~<~ is a model of  S' .  
Since r is weakly compact (see Theorem 1.1 3), S u T has a model, 
($ 
say ff = (~,  d~ )~<~ where ~ is of the similarity type of ~. I fD  = 
{d~ • 4 < r }~ then (D, <'~ ) is remarkable for ~. Let ~ = F, e ((D~ <"~ )). 
If r(o 0 , ..., On_ ~) < c a is a member of  ~, then there is .~ome b < ~t a such 
that r(v 0, ..., On_ ~) = c b is a member of ~ (remember that ~ is an L~ 
extension of 9.I and 95[ has order type ~ ). Using "I~aeorem 2~ 1 9, form the 
elementary tower ( 93 x • X is a cardinal greater than ~:) where each f![ x 
has order type ~, 9.I x is an initial segment of  9~ x, whenever ;~ <~ ~,', and 
for each ~,, there exists an 9( x of  order type ~, such that K(Z,  9( x , 'ig~,). 
Since the substructure of  9.I x whose universe is { c~ ~ x .  a ~ 19,t I } is iso- 
morphic to ~, we may assume that it is equal to 9~. Then, setting 
9~ = 9.I, the claims of Theorem 2.21 hold; that 9.t is an initial segment 
of  9.Ix follows from the remark above about r. 
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It is of some interest hat each ~t x satisfies all universal L~ sentences 
true in 9~. This follows from the fact that ~ is L~ equivalent to ~t and 
from Theorem 2.7 (more precisely, Theorem 2.7 implies that 9,I x satis- 
fies every universal sentence of L K true in H~ (D). If K is measurable, 
Gaifman's methods [9] enable us to obtain the conclusion of Theorem 
2.21 without any restriction as to the length of the structure. It is not 
clear to the author that the structures obte.~ned by Gaifman's methods 
satisfy all the universal LK sentences valid in 9/, however. There is no 
hope of eliminating the restriction on the length of the structure under 
the hypothesis K ~ (K)<~o, for we know from Keisler [ 18] that if 
(~, <, S )sc  ~ is an elementary substructure of some 0,, <, S ' )sc  ~ where 
< X, then ~ is measurable. However, i f r  is strongly compact, the 
proof of the preceding theorem can be extended so as to give the con- 
clusion without any restriction on the len~h of the structure, and 
moreover, so that each structure in the tower satisfies all universal L~ 
sentences true in 9/. 
Also, several 'transfer' or 'two cardinal' results, of the kind that have 
been proved by Vaught, Keisler, and Chang (for a general discussion, see 
Vaught [36] ), hold in the present context. 
Theorem 2.22. (.1) / f  9.t = (A, < '~t, U ~t , ...) is a structure o f  countable 
length which is partly well-ordered and A= K, U 'a = X, where 
< )< K -+ (~ 1) ~o, ), --> (~ 1 ~o, then, for  any infinite cardinals ~' ~ X,  
there exists a partly ,vell-ordere.d_str~cture ~ = (B, <8,  U ~ ' ...> elemen- 
tarily equivalent o 9.I in which ,-~'= K' and U ~ = ~'. 
(.2) I f  9,[ = (A, <~ , U 9a , ...) iS a structure o f  countable length where 
<~ is an ordering o f  A, the order type o f (A ,  <'~ ) is ~, the order type 
o f  ( U 9~ , <'~ > is X, and ~ = n { v . v -~ (~)<~0 }, x = I-i { v- v -~ (~)<~o } 
for  some ta >I x and some limit ordinals a, {J >i o~ 1 , then for  any un- 
countable cardinals ~' > X', there exists a structure ~ = {B, <~,  U ~ , ...) 
elementarily equivalent o ~ where the order type of<B, <'~ ) is ~' and 
the order type of< U ~ , <~ ) is X'. 
We omit the proofs, except o say that the desired models are con- 
structed from two ordered structures instead of one. Roughly speakflag, 
the elements of U ~ come from 1terms which are constant with respect 
to the first and larger well-ordered structure. There are endless varia- 
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tions on Theorem" 2.22. One can increase the number of unary predi- 
cates, even allowing :infinitely many. One can also consider universal in- 
finitary sentences. The hypotheses of 2.22.2 can be appreciably weak- 
ened. 
Since well-ordering is' expressible by the universal sentence (V v 0 , 
o 1, ...)-I, (o I < o 0 ^ o  2 < v 1 ^...) of Lto~, we have from Theorem 2.10: 
Theorem 2.23. I f  T is a countable theory having a partly well-ordered 
model o f  power K where r -~ (~ 1)<~;o, then T has partly well-ordered 
models o fa l l  infinite cardinalities. 
Since well-ordering is equivalent to the absence of descending chains 
of type co, we might well inquire whether there is a corresponding theo- 
rem for structures having no descending chains of type co 1. The answer 
is already evident from work of Morley [23], who has shown that if T 
is a tidy countable theory having a model 9J of cardinality ~1~o (~1o~ is 
the smallest uncountable cardinal ja such that, if X < ,u, then 2 x < ta), 
then there is a set of formulas ~; including T,such that: (a) i fH  is a 
finite subset of ~, then there is an ordered structure ~ of power arbi- 
trarily close to ~1,o whose universe is a subset of 19~1 and such that any 
increasing sequence from ~f satisfies the formulas of H; (b) if 9C is an 
ordered structure, then there exists a structure ~ for which K(~, 9C, ~ ). 
Now suppose that this structure 9J of cardinality ~1~o is also a partly 
ordered structure having no descending chain of type to 1 (i.e., having no 
subset of order type co ~' under <~ ). We associate to each finite subset 
H of :g an ordered structure 9C(H) of power 2~2 having the above- 
mentioned properties with respect o 9~ and H (i.e., every increasing 
sequence from 9~(H) satisfies every formula of H in 9~). It is easy to see 
that this can be done in such a way that either the well-ordering to 2 can 
be embedded in each 9~(H) or the converse well-ordering to~ can be em- 
bedded in each ~f(H). Suppose the former. Let ~ be a structure such 
that K(~, (X, <)~ 2).  If C is a subset of 1~81 having order type to~, there 
is a single term ~ and a subset X of X of power R 1 and a subset D of C 
also having order type to~ such that every member o lD  equals r'~ Ix] 
for some increasing sequence x from X. Choosing ~f properly, we see 
that H~ (I 9C(H)0 and hence 9~ would also conteJn a subset of order type 
w~ under <~ (becavse X can be mapped into 9C(/-O in an order-preserv- 
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ing manner, and enough structure will be preserved in the mapping, 
contradiction. The case that ~o~ can be embedded in each 9((H) is sym- 
metric. Thus: 
Theorem 2.24. I f  T & a countable theory having a partly ordered model 
9.1 of  cardinality :1~ in which no subset o f  l ~1 has order type ~ under 
<~ , then, for any infinite cardinal ~, T has a model ~ of  power ~ in 
which there is no subset o f  l~l having order type ~o~ under <'~ .
Martin Helling [ 14, 15 ] has done work using similar methods. A 
partly ordered structure ~ is said to be K-like (~ a cardinal) if every ele- 
ment in the field of the ordering has fewer than K predecessors, while 
the field of the ordering itself has power K. Helling shows that if T is a 
countable theory having a K-like model where K -~ (K)2, then T has a ~- 
like model for each uncountable cexdinal ~. He uses conditions like my 
(i) and (ii) in 'remarkable' (his work was done somewhat earlier, but 
without my knowledge). In our framework, this result can be gotten by 
using partition properties which follow from K ~ (K) 2 to show the exist- 
ence of a ~_zt ~: (we may assume T tidy) including T and all formulas of 
types (i), (ii), aPd (iv) in the definition of 'remarkable' and such that 
for any ordered structure 9C, there is a structure ~ for wh;.ch 
K(~, 9C, ~). Taking 9C to be <?~, <) where ?, is uncountab!Le, a :,tructt:re 
for which K(~, 9C, ~ ) will be h-like. 
From Theorem 2.20 we have 
Theorem 2.25. I f  9.I is a partly ordered structure of  countable/ength 
having order type K where K ~ (r)<~o, then, for each uncountable ,:ar- 
dinal ~, there is a structure "~ o f  order type ~ elementarily equivalent to 
~. I f  ~ < K, ~ can be taken to be an elementary substructure o f  9,[. 
By Lemma 2.8, we have K ~ (K)c <~'~o . Therefore, K is the smallest 
member of { ~, • ?, -~ (K)2<~o }. The c,~3nclusion now follows by Theorem 
2.20. Helling had obtaine~ the last sentence of Theorem 2.25, i.e.: If 
is a structure of countable length having order type K where K i' aeas- 
urable, then 9~ has an elementary substructure of order type ~ for each 
uncountable ~< K. (He also needed the str~,,,ger assumption of meas- 
urability.) 
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Chapter 3. The constructible universe 
In this chapter, we apply some of tile techniques of Chapter 2 to the 
constructible universe. The existence of certain large cardinals has aston- 
ishing implications for the structure of the constructible universe. These 
implications follow from the existence of a measurable cardinal, or 
much weaker, the existence of a cardinal ~ for which ~ -~ (~ i )<~o. They 
are best summed up in imprecise language as follows: There exists a de- 
finable class C of orcinals which is closed and cofinal in the class of all 
; ordinal~ which contains all uncountable absolute cardinals ('absolute' to 
stress that they are real cardinals, not just cardinals in the sense of L), 
which is homogeneous for (L, ~) in the sense that any two increasing 
sequences from C satisfy the same elementary formu!as in (L, ~), and 
which generates L in the sense that any element of L is definable in 
(L, ~) in terms of some elements of C. 
In particular, every constructible subset of w is definable in terms of 
some of the first w elements of C. (This is not hard to see, using the 
homogcneity of C.) Thus the number of cons~::ructible subsets of w is 
countable. If a ~< ~ where a, ~ are members of C, then (F*~, E) 
(F*~3, 6). This enables us to repair the most flagrant imprecision in the 
above statement, namely, the difficulty in talking about satisfaction for 
(L, ~) when L is a class. For now satisfaction for (L, ~) can be defined 
from satisfaction for the various (F~a, ~ where a a C. 
Let Y~ be the set of formulas cf set theory satisfied in (L, ~) by in- 
creasing sequences of elements from C. ~: is definable as 
{~ • ~(F,to,~,~)¢[Wl, ..., o~n] }. Solovay [31] has noticed tha~ ~: is de- 
finable in a much better sense still. If the language of set theory is arith- 
metized in some reasonable way, then ~ is a A ~ subset of ~o. Vaguely 
speaking, that is so because one can define Z by quantifying over count- 
able well-founded models. 
What has been said so far can be more vividly visualized in the follow- 
ing way. Imagine that the language of set theory is endowed with terms 
in one of the standard ways to such an extent hat there is a :i:erm corre- 
sponding to each definable function. Let (X, <) be a structure isomor- 
phic to the class of all ordinals under ~. Form a structure by considering 
the class consisting of all substitutions of elements of X in terms and 
then defining equality and the Z-relation between these objects as dic- 
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tated by ~:, i.e., so that increasing sequences from X will satisfy the for- 
mulas of ~. The resulting structure will be isomorphic to (L, ~), and the 
image of X under the isomorphism will be C. Thus ~ determines the 
structure of L in a ver.¢ direct fashion. This argument also shows that 
the strange phenomena discussed above already happen in L(Z ). As soon 
as we have :~, we can perform this construction, establish the isomor- 
phism with (L, ~), and show that the image of X has all the properties 
attributed to C. Thus ~ is a subset of ~o whose adjunction to L collapses 
cardinals in the most spectacular way. (To emphasize just how spectacu- 
lar that is, let a be the first uncountable cardinal in the sense of L(:~), 
sometimes written w~(z), a is already weakly compact in the sense of L 
and, for those familiar with other parts of this thesis, a --, (~o)<So in the 
sense of L.) In particular, Z is not constructible. 
The first result along these lines was obtained by Scott [26], who 
showed that V = L is inconsistent with the existence of a measurable 
cardinal. Rowbottom [ 25 ] made the startling discovery that, if there is 
a measurable cardinal, then there are only countably many constructible 
subsets of ¢o (he really derived his conclusion from the existence of cer- 
tain Erdbs cardinals). Gaifman [9] obtained results very close to those 
presented here, starting from the existence of a measurable cardinal. He 
proved the existence of a closed definable class of ordinals, containing 
all absolute uncountable cardinals, such that, for any a, ~3 in the class, 
(F 'a ;  ~) < <F*~, ~), as well as the existence of a subset of ~o whose ad- 
junction to L collapses cardinals. Solovay independently (but later) dis- 
covered the author's ~:, working within the Gaifman framework. He 
proved that it was A ~. He and the author independently extznded the 
A ~ result to the present framework. Notice that the present work is 
closer in spirit to Rowbottom's than to Gaifman's insofar as it rests on 
partition properties of cardinals tudied by Erd~Ss and other Hungarian 
mathematicians. 
The formal discussion in this chapter proceeds at a somewhat lower 
level, dealing mostly with structures (F'X, ~) instead of the whole con- 
structible universe. This is done mainly so as to bring the work within 
the scope of the results of Chapter 2. 
We now restate the set of conclusions concerning the constructible 
universe as follows: 
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(1) l f  X ~ ?~' are u~countable cardinals, then (F*~, E) is an elemen- 
tary substructure o f  (F*~', ~). 
(2) Therefore, i f  S = {~o~ x): ~o is an z-formula, x is a sequence o f  ele- 
ments o f  L, and, for all uncountable cardinals X such that the range of  x 
is included in F*~, ~<F,x,E)~o[x], then S consfitutes a definition o f  
satisfaction for L, in the sense that it satisfies the usual recursive defin- 
ing proper; ';es o f  satisfaction. 
(3) There is a closed class C o f  ordinals which & homogeneous in 
(L, ~) and which "generates' L, Le., has the following properties: I f  x 
and y are two increasing sequences o f  elements o f  C and ~o is an ~.. 
formula, then (~o, x) E S i f  and only if  (~o, y) E S. l f  z E L, then there 
exists a formula ~o involving only ~ and c,~ sequence x o f  elements o f  C 
such that z is the unique z' o f  L for which (¢, (z'F'x) ~ S. Moreover, i f  X 
is an uncountable cardinal, the Xth element o f  C is h. 
That the number of  constructible subsets of to is countable is an im- 
mediate conseqaence of (1). The statement ' he set of  subsets of to can 
be put into a t - 1 correspondence with some ordinal' is true in 
(F ' to2,  E) (since 601 E F ' to2 ,  every constructible subset of  to is of  the 
form FO for some t3 < tol, and the restriction of F to 6o 2 is definable in 
(F ' to  2 , ~) .  This assertion is therefore true in <F'to 1 , ~), showing that 
the set of constructible subsets of to can be enumerated by some count- 
able ordinal. Rowbottom first obtained this conclusion by more direct 
means from the assumption that tl,ere exists K for which K -~- (~ 1)< ~o. 
Now we go about finding situations in which (1 ) - (3 )  hold. The fol- 
lowing lemma is very basic. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose T is a theory and ~ is a remarkable .~:et o f  formu- 
las including T in a language containing ~ and: 
(a) TP  (VVO,Vl)(VO < V 1 ¢ > Orv 0 ^Orv  1 av  0 ~ vl).  
(b) T contains the axiom of  extensionality. 
(c) There is a term r o such that T t- (VVo) (3v l ) (Or  v I ^o o = rO(Vl)) 
and such that, for any transitive model g~ o f  T and any ordinal ~ con- 
mined inC~, r~ [a] = F a. 
(d) For each ordinal ~ < to1, there is a well-founded structure ~ and 
an ordered structure 9C~ o f  order ~'ype ~ such that K(N, ~X~, ~ ). 
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(e) ~ach formula of  the language of  Y~ is equivalent to an ~-formula 
in T. 
Then (1 ) - (3 )  hold. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.19, there is a sequence ((9.1[ x, Xx): ;~ is an un 
countable cardinal) with the following properties: (I) K(~:, <X x , < '~ x); 
9~x) for each ~; (II) X x is closed (with respect o < '~tx) of order type ~ 
for each ~, and whenever X ~< ;~', X x, n I.~Ixl = Xx; (III) i f~ ~< ;~', then 
9.Ix is an elementary substructure and initial segment of 9.I x,; (IV) for 
each X, the order type of 9.I x "s X; (V) each universal sentence of Lo~ 1 
holding in each ~ for ~ < w 1 holds in each 9.t x . 
Notice that well-foundedness can be expressed by the universal sen- 
tence (Vo0, O1, .. .)-1 (O 1 E O 0 AO 2 E V 1 A ...) ofL,~ 1 . Thus, by (V), each 
of the structures 9J x is well-founded. Therefore, by (b), for each ~,, there 
is an isomorphism f~. of 9.I x onto some transitive z-structure ~x. We 
claim that, for X <~ ~,', the restriction o f f  x, to ~x ectualsfx" For let z be 
an arbitrary element of ~x. Then, by (c), there is some a ~ 19~,1 for 
which ~,~ x Or [a] and z = r~ ~ x [a]. Since 9.I x is an elementary substruc- 
ture of ~x', z = ~.~l X'[a] also. For some ordinal n < ~,, a is the nth ele- 
ment of ~ ,  under the < ~a x ordering. Since 9J x is an initial segment of 
~tx', a is also the nth element of 9~ x, under the < '~ x' ordering. There- 
¢x[r/] = F n =r~ x'tr~l =fx,(z), fore, ix(a) = fx,(a) = n, giving fx(z) = r 0 
also making use of (c)° From (IV) and (c), the ~-reduct of each ~x is 
precisely iF*X, ~). These two observations establish property (?), name- 
ly, (F*.~, ~_) < (F*)(, ~) whenever h ~< ;~' are uncountable cardinals. 
Giver; property (1), it is routine to check property (2). Finally, for 
property (3), set Y~ = f~X x. Since X x, n I ~xl = Xx and fx' agrees with 
fx on 19~xt whenever ~ <~ h', Yx' n X = Yx. Moreover, Yx is always 
closed in X. Thus, if C = O { Yx : X is an uncountable cardinal }, then C 
is a closed subclass of the class of ordinals. Also,, if h is an uncountable 
cardinal, then C n ~ = Yx has order type X. By the closure of C, ~ ~ C. 
Finally, we know that K(Z, (Yx, <), qx), i.e., every element of I~xl 
comes from applyiaag a term of ~x to some elements of Yx- Thus, by 
assumption (e), every element of F*X is definable in (F'X, ~) in terms 
of some elements of Yx. Consequently, each element of L is definable 
in terms of elements of C in (L, ~); more precisely, i fz  ~ L, there is an 
~-formula ~0 and a sequence x of elements from C such that z is the 
unique element for which (~, (z)"x) ~ S. 
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Corollary 3.2. Suppose ¢ is an uncountable cardinal and there is a sub- 
set X o f  K having power  ~: such that (X, <> (where < is the restriction o f  
the usual ordering o f  ~ to X)  is homogeneous fo r  (F'K, C)o Then conclu- 
sions (1 ) - (3 )  hold. 
Proof. Consider the structure (F'K,  C, <>* = <F'K, C, <, f~fCR((F*g,C,<)) 
where < is the usual c-ordering of g and R((F*g ,  c ,  <) is the set of func- 
tions definable in the structure (F 'g ,  c ,  <) (see Definition 2.2). Call the 
structure 9~. Since there is a definable well-ordering of the uni~,.rse in 
the structure (F'K, C> (it is easy to check that the restriction of  G~Sdel's 
enumerat ion F to K is definable in <F'K, ,=)), (F 'K,  c,  <> is adequate, so 
~I is tidy. In the theory of 9.I, each formula is equivalent to a formula 
involving only c.  Since 9.[ is a trivial expansion of (F 'K,  c) ,  <X, <> is still 
homogeneous for 9I. If we let r 0 be a natural definit ion of  G6del's F, it 
'-~ [a] = Fa for any transitive c-structure lemen- is easy to check that r 0 
tarily equivalent to 9I and any ordinal a c I~l. Taking T to be the 
theory of 9.I, by Lemma 3.1, it suffices to find a remarkable set of  for- 
mulas Z and, a subset Y of g of power K such that F,~t ((Y, <)) = Z (let- 
ting Y~ consist of the first ~ elements of Y for each ~ < ,~o 1 , we have 
K(E,  <Yt, <>, H~I (Y~)) and H~ (Yt) well-founded for each ~ < co I . 
By Lemma 2.13, it is enough to si~ow that F,~t ((X,  <)) contains alt 
formulas of  types (i), (ii), and (iv) in the definit ion c,f 'remarkable'. 
(iv), which merely asserts that the ordering of  the structure (X, <) 
agrees with the ordering of ~, is clear. (i) asserts that if r ~ [x 0 , ..., 
Xn-1 ] C K and (x i " i <~ n> is an increasing sequence from X, then 
r'a Ix0, ..., xn_ 1 ] < x n . If not, then r'~l [x0, ..., Xn_l] ;'- x for all 
x < Xn_ 1 in X, contradicting X = K. To prove (ii), suppose r~t [x 0 , .... 
xn- I  , x ,  YO, "", Ym -1 ] < 3¢ where x 0 < ... < x n_l < x < Yo "." < Ym -1 
me elements o fX .  I f  y m -1 < Zo "" < Zm-1 are elements of X and 
7"~1 [X0 , . . . ,Xn_ l ,X ,Y0 , . . . ,Ym_ l ]  #: r~l Ix0 ,  .... Xn- I 'X 'Zo  ' ' '~ 'zm-1] '  
then taking (u,7 • n < ~ > to be an increasing sequence of  increasing se- 
quences from X of length m, each greater than x, we would have 
{ r~t Ix0, ..., xn_ l ,  x, un]" n < ~ } forming a set of K distinct elements 
less than x (distinctness follows from the homogeneity of (X, <) in ~I), 
which is obviously impossible. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.2.1. I f  there is a measurable cardinal > 8 o, or, more gener- 
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ally, i f  there exists a cardinal ~ for  which r -* (r)<~;o, then conclusions 
(1) - (3)ho ld .  
Proof. Suppose x -* (r)<~o. By Lcmma 2.9, there is a subset X o f t  of 
power r such that (X, <) is homog,meous for (F*~, ~). The desired con- 
clusion now follows from Corollar:¢ 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  there is a subset )5 o f  r having power ~ such that 
(X, <) is homogeneous for (F*r, ~), then conclusions (1 ) - (3 )  hold. 
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 3.2, expand (F*r, ~) to the tidy 
structure 9~ = (F ' r ,  ~, <, f)f~R(<F~,~, <)). We may assume that (X, <) 
has order type co 1 . (X, <) is still homogeneous for 9~. As above, there is 
a term r 0 in the language of ~I such that, for any transitive ~-structure 
elementarily equivalent to 9.I and any ordinal a contained in ~3, 
~'~ [a] = F a. We see that H~ (X) is isomorphic under some mapping to 
a structure ~ = (F*~, ~, <, f')f~,~(~,~,  <b where < is the usual order- 
ing on # and the set of ordinals contained in F*/~ is precisely/L If 
Y = g 'X ,  then (Y, <) is homogeneous for ~. If# = ~1, the desired result 
follows by Corollary 3.2. 
We may therefore assume # > co I . Since ~ = H,~ (Y), there is a se- 
quence y of elements from Y and a term r such that ~1 = r~ [y]. Let Y' 
be a countable initial segment of Y with no greatest element containing 
all elements occurring in the sequence y. Since H~ (Y') is countable, 
there is some countable ordinal a not contained in H~ (Y'). Suppose 
t~ = r '~ [~, ~] where u is an increasing sequence from Y' and v an in- 
creasing sequence from Y -  Y'. Taking w to be an increasing sequence 
from Y' greater than u but of the same length as v, we have z' ~ [~, -~ ] ~: 
r'~ [~, ~] .  Let (v n • n < ~1) be an increasing sequence of increasing 
sequences from Y-  Y' ,  each having the length of v, and set 
zn = r '~ [~, "3n] for each r /< ~ l .  Clearly, z,7 ~ z n, whenever n ~: n'. In 
fact, z n < z n, whenever r /< r/', since z n > zn, for r~ < ~' would give a 
lor~g descending chain. 
We conclude by showing that ({z n : r /< ~o~ }, <) ~s homogeneous for 
the structure (F*~o~, ~), which will complete the proof by virtue of 
Corollary 3.2. Let Z be {z,~ : n < Wl }. I fx  and x' are two increasing se- 
quences from Z, then ~ ¢[F,~,  Y] if and only if ~ ¢[F~,  ~'] .  This 
follows from the homogeneity o lX  and the fact that F~,~ ~ IH~ (Y')I. 
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Let 0 be a formula involving only ~ and not containing the variable vo. 
Let 0 (%) be the formula obtained from 0 by relativizing all the quanti- 
tiers to the set v 0 (for example, (Vus0)~%) = (Vu) (u ~ o 0 -~ ~0C°o))). 
Then, if x and x' are two in~:reasing sequences of the appropriate l ngth 
~O Zo~ fS,~ ~, ,~0 ~] i fdod  lyn ly~f~ ' 0~;'[ [xF, ~,,e ~db l f i~gth~'h  fomo- 
ger, eity of (Z, <) in (F*w 1 , ~). 
Corollary 3.4. I f  there is a cardinal ~ fo r  which ~ -* (~ 1)<}~o, then con. 
clusions (1) -  (3) hold. 
Proof. Suppose ~ -} (}~ 1) <t~o . By Lemma 2.9, there is a structure (X, <) 
with X c ~ and X = }~ 1 homogeneous for <F'K, ~). (This corollary can 
also be derived from Theorem 2.20.) 
Notice that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 can be weakened some- 
what. Instead of having a set of power }~ 1 homogeneous for some 
<F'K, ~), it is quite sufficient to have a set of power ~ 1 homogeneous 
for some well-founded structure for which there is a term r 0 with the 
properties of (c) of Lemma 6.1. 
Remark 3.5. The considerations thus far apply equally well to certain 
slight enlargements of the constructible universe, e.g. to the class of sets 
constructible from some fixed subset of co. Appropriate weaken]~gs 
apply to the class of sets constructi~Ae from some fixed subset of the 
class of ordinals. 
Definition 3.6. A subset S of co is said to be a ~n m (Iln m ) (where 
m, n i> 1) i~ there is a l~n m(Iln m ) formula ~ involving only ~ such that, 
for eacb n ~ co, n ~ S if and only if ~(~o,~)~[n]. S is s3Jd to be a A~ n if 
it is both a ~n m and a II~. 
In the fall of 1965, Robert Solovay showed that, if there is a meas- 
urable cardinal, then there is a A 1 non-constructible subset of ~o. Shoen- 
field [ 26a] had shown that every Ii~ is constructible, but. had left open 
the situation for A ~'S. Solovay first used methods of Gaifman to obtain 
the result. A short time later, he and the author independently obtained 
the result within the framework of this thesis (the author had been in- 
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formed of his earlier proof), so that it holds whenever (1) - (3)  are true. 
This second method of proof is considerably simpler than the first. 
There are still a number of open questions left concerning the existence 
1, If V L, there are none, of course. There are of non-constructible A 3 s. = 
extensions of ZF in which V 4: L but there are still none. It still isn't 
known whether the existence of non-constructible A ~ 's is relatively con- 
sistent with ZF, or, even more interesting, with ZF + Axiom of Choice. 1 
People have approached the problem using methods of Cohen. Some 
positive results have now been ob'~;ained in the absence of the axiom of 
choice. 
Theorem 3.7, I f ( I ) - (3 )  hold, then there is a A~ subset o f  w which is 
not constructible. 
Proof. We give only a rough sketch of the proof, because a formal pres- 
entation would be dreadfully involved. (The sketch is included with 
Solovay's permission.) Basically, the non-constructible A ~ ~ (wlfich is 
essentially the set of formulas atisfied in (L, ~) by increasing sequences 
of uncountable cardinals) will be defined as a remarkable set of formulas 
extending ZF + V = L which generates well-founded models from arbi- 
trary countable weil-orderings. Since all of this can be said by quantily -~ 
ing over sets of natural numbers, it will turn out that I~ can be regarded 
as a A ~ subset of w. 
Let L be the first-order language with equallY/containing < as well as 
~, and, for each formula ,p such that n is the least number for which the 
free variables of 9 are among Vo,..., On__ I , a fun:ztion symbol ¢~ of rank 
n. Let ¢ be a formula defining the empty set and F a formula defining 
GiSdel's enumeration, i.e., F(vo,v  1) will mean that '01 - F(Vo)'. Let the 
theory T consist of the axioms of ZF + V -- L to;e,Ler with 
(~¢00, Vl)(V 0 < v 1 ~'+ Or v 1 ^ v 0 ~ vl), and, for each z-formula ~0, the 
universal closure of fo(v 1 .... , v n) = v 0 < , (¢(v 0) z (Vu0) "7 ~(~o)) v
V (~o A (VUl,  U2)(~O(u~5 AF(u 2, u 1)'* ( 3u3)(U3 < "2 A F(u3,  o0)5), 
where the u's are variables not occurring elsewhere. (The last sentence 
defines the value of re as being the first element, in GiSdel's enumeration 
which satisfies the formula ~0 if there is such an element, and otherwise 
0.) T is easily seen to be a tidy theory. 
Consider the following assertion (where W = { 2n : n ~ w } ) : 
1 See preface. 
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~; is a remarkable set of formulas including T & (for any relation R on 
W) (for any structure ~3 whose universe is w) (R is a linear ordering of W 
& (for all subsets S of 60) (S contains an element which is minimal in S 
with respect o R) & K(~, (W, R), 9)  implies (for any subset U of co) 
(there is an element of U minimal in U with respect to ~ e)). 
We have exhibited the statement in this form in order to highlight the 
significant quantifiers. The last conjunct merely says that ~; generates 
well-founded models from well-ordered structures which are countable. 
If the above statement holds for ~;, then the hypotheses of Lemma 
3.1 are satisfied by T and ~. From the proof of 3.1, it is apparent that 
is the set of formulas atisfied by increasing sequences of uncountable 
cardinals in the unique tidy expansion of each (F*~, ~> to a model of T 
(since Z is essentially the same as the set of z-formulas in Z, one can 
say, roughly, that 2: is the set of formulas atisfied by increasing se- 
quences of uncountable cardinals in (L, ~-)). Hence there is at mos'~ one 
set Z satisfying the above statement. 
The first part of the preceding argument can be used to show that 
is not constructible. If ~2 is constructible, notice that Z satisfies the rela- 
tivization of the above statement to L. This follows directly from the 
fact that well-foundedness i  absolute with respect to L (see Chapter 4), 
i.e., a constructible r lation is well-founded if and only if it is well- 
founded in the sense of L. (OI1~ could also invoke Shoenfield's result 
[26al, that I;~ sentences about co are absolute with respect o L.) Butt 
then the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1 are satisfied inside of ( L, ~), showing 
that conclusions (1) - (3)  hold inside of < L, ~), an obvious contradiction. 
Notice that this argument applies to L(~;), the result of adjoining ~; to 
the constructible universe. Thus conclusions (1)- (3)  do hold for 
(L(Z), ~>. 
On the other hand, if conclusions (1) - (3)  hold, an v i~ the set of 
formulas atisfied by increasing sequences of uncountable cardinals in 
the expansion of (F*),, ~) to a model of T, then Z satisfies the above 
assertion. Clearly Z generates well-founded models from well-orderiI~gs 
which are countable, since any such model will be isomorphic to some 
substructure of the tidy expansion of (F'col, ~) to a model of T. 
In order to complete the proof, it is necessary to show that the above 
statement can indeed be formalized in such a way that it is II~. More 
specifically, one has to show that the parts not indicated explicitly as in- 
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volving quantifiers add nothing to the complexity of the formula. One 
must show that they are A i notions. This must be done for T, for 're- 
markable', for K, and so forth. Moreover, one must arithmetize the lan- 
guage L in a reasonable way in order to make these claims true. We leave 
these for the reader (or refer him to a forthcoming paper of Solovay 
[ 31 ] in which th~ A ~ result is proved in more detail). 
Suppose the above statement isestablished to be a II~. Call it ~0 (Y.). 
If conclusions (1)- (3)  hold, then there is a unique I; such that ~k (~). 
is X~ since n ~ ~; if and only if(there exists ~;') (~0(~') and n ~ ~;'), 
and Z is II~ because n ~ ~Z if and only if (for all X ') (~ (Z ') implies 
n ~ ~'). 
Theorem 3.8. I f  X is the set of Theorem 3. 7, then conclusions (1)- (3)  
already hold in (L(~ ), <). 
The proof of this was indicated on p. 97 in the course of proving 
Theorem 3.7. It is easily verified that T and Y. satisfy the hypotheses of
Lemma ~3.1 inside L(~ ). If a ~,-constructible structure ~ for which 
K(~, (~, <,',, ~)  is well-founded in the real world, it certainly cannot 
fail to be well-founded in L(~). The existence ofa ~-constructible ~ for 
which K(~, (~, <), ~)  is no problem, following, as it does, from the 
consistency of certain first-order theories. 
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Chapter 4. Erdbs cardit'mls 
In place of Chapter 4 whose main theorems are appearing el~,~where 
[43, 45], we insert a brief summary of that chapter. 
A notio,a ostensibly weaker than K -~ (~)<~o is introduced (recently, 
I have shown that the two notions are in fact equivalent [45] ). V/e say 
that g ~* (co)<~o if, for every function f mapping [K]<~o into 2, there 
exists a set {a 0, a 1 , ...}, s 0 < a ! < ... < ;~ such that, for each n, 
f ({a0,  .-., t~n-1 } ) = f ({a l ,  "", an } )" Without too mu~h difficulty, we 
see that K -~ (6o)<~o if and only if every algebra (of countable length) 
whose universe is K has a subalgebra which possesses a non-trivial mono- 
morphism into itself (if ~ ~ (~o)<~o, ne can take i* to be the subalgebra 
generated by a suitable {¢~0, a l ,  --- } ). 
Applying this last remark to a tidy expansion of (R K, ~), one con- 
cludes that, if K ~ (co)<~0 then (R~, ~) has an elementary substructure 
<M, ~) possessing a non-trivial elementary monomorphism into itself. 
One can show in general that, if (M, ~) is a raode~ of ZF + Choice and h 
is an elementary monomorphism of <M, ~!> into itself which moves the 
ordina! *r while fixing everything smaller, then, in the sense of (M, ~), 
m is n n indescribable for all m, n (and one could say much more ~n this 
direction besides). In this way we see that any cardinal ~ for which 
K 7 (co) < ~o must exceed many highly indescribable cardinals, in par- 
ticular many weakly compact cardinals. Thus several q,lestions of Erdbs 
and Hajnal are settled [4]. (It shoul~ be stressed that William Reinhardt 
had a hand in these results, and theft Frederick Rowbottom made several 
valuable suggestions.) 
For any ordin~l a, define K (~) to be the least cardinal ?, for which 
?, -+ (a )<~.  Arguing in the same vein, we show that, for all/a < ~:(a). 
K(t~) --, (a )<~o ¢JLI • 
The importance of the property K~ (~)<~o is brought into sharper 
relief by the result that it is consistent with the axiom of constructibility. 
More specifically, we show that, if r ~ (co)<~o, then K -* (<~)<~o holds 
in (L, ~), the constructible universe [45 ]. This is seen by translating the 
statement that f has a (countably) infinite homogeneous set into the 
statement that a certain partial ordering is not well-founded. Indeed 
V= L is consistent relative to: for all countable ~, ~ -* (a)<~ 0. Thus ~o~ 
is the exact break-off point so far as the axiom of constructibility is ~:on- 
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¢erned, for r -~ (~ol)<~o, as was seen in Chapter 3 and as was first es- 
tablished by Rowbot tom [ 25 ], is inconsistent with V = L. 
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Chapter 5. Hanf numbers of certain infinitary languages 
In this chapter, resutts from Chapter 4 are applied to show that the 
Hanf numbers of Lo~ 1 (= L~,  oJt in a terminology now often employed) 
and certain weaker lan.~aages are very large. Our results hinge on the 
existence of certain large cardinals, at the very least, a cardinal ~ such 
that K w ~ (co)<~o. To fix the situation, let us assume in this paragraph 
that there is an uncountable measurable cardinal. This assumption 
guarantees the existence, for each ordinal a ~< col, of a cardinal ~c for 
which ~ -+ (~)<~o. Call the least such cardinal r(t~). The notion of Hanf 
number was introduced in order to generalize the upward L~wenheirn- 
Skolem theorem: the Hanf number of a language L is the least cardinal 
such that, if a sentence o of L has a model of power K, then it has 
m 9dels of arbitrarily high cardinalities. By the customary upward 
~.~ wenheim-Skolem theorem, the Hanf number of Lo~ is ~ 0 (recalling 
our convention that L has countably many symbols). K -~ (co)<~o is ex- 
pressible in L~I,  in the sense that there is a sentence (in fact, a universal 
sentenc,~) of L~ having a model in each power less than K (co) but having 
no model of cardinality ~(co) or higher. Thus, the Hanf number of Lw~ 
(and, indeed, of U~,  the set of universal sentences of Lto~) is greater 
than e (co). Therefore, by Chapter 4, it is greater than the first weakly 
compact cardinal. This is the content of Theorem 5.2. Previously, it had 
been known from Hanf [ 11 ] that the Hanf number of Lto~ is greater 
than the first (or, indeed nth) inaccessible cardinal and, in fact, greater 
tha~'~ the first 1-.yperinaccessible of each rank obtained in a certain hyper- 
inaccessible hierarchy. The above results can be sharpened by recalling 
from Chapter 4 the existence of an extension of ZF which has a well- 
founded model of cardinality K(co) but no well-founded model of higher 
power. This information can be restated in terms of the Hanf number 
for well-ordt:rings, or the Hanf aumber of V, as it is called. A further 
sharpening, together with results from Chapter 2, enables us to pin the 
Hanf number of V between U { K(a) : a < co! } and K(col). 
In a somewhat different vein, we can ask about these Hanf numbers 
in the case that V = L, an assumption which in a sense lies at the oppo- 
site pole from the assumption that there exists a measurable cardinal. In 
Theorem 5.7, we show that the Hanf number of V and hence of Lw~ is 
greater than any characterizable cardinal ~, characterizable in the sense 
that some nth order sentence holds in <R K , ~) but in no other (Rh,  E). 
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Definition 5.1. If L is a language, then h(L), the Hanfnumber  o f  L, is 
the least cardinal r such that, if a sentence o of L has a model of car- 
dinality .-'~> r,  then o has models of arbitrarily high power. 
Hanf [ 11 ] has shown by a simple argument that the Hanf number of 
any language L exists (we assume, of course, that any language is a set). 
To each sentence of L not having models of arbitrarily high power, we 
associate the least upper bound of the cardinalities of its models. If X is 
strictly greater than all these least upper bounds, then any sentence of L 
having a model of power >i ?, has models of arbitrarily high power. 
Throughout this section, L~ will denote L~ (p) where p is a function 
from K v into co :inch that Ps+n = n for each limit ordinal 8 less than K. 
/7~ will be the set of universal sentences in L K . o 0 will be the sentence 
expressing the fact that < is a well-ordering: 
(VO0, V l , . . . ) - ]  (V 1 <~ V 0AO 2 < V 1 A . . . )A  
A (VV0, V l ,02)0 ,  0 < V 1 AO I ( 02"+ V 0 <( 02 ) A 
A (VV0,U1)(O 0~: V 1 < ) V 0 < V 1 V V 1 < V0).  
The language V will consist of all conjunctions of a 0 with a sentcnc ; of 
L w • 
Theorem 5.2. I f  there is a cardinal ~ such that ~ ~ (¢o)<~¢o, then the 
Hanf  number o f  Uw I , and hence o f  Lwi,  exceeds ~ (~). Therefore, these 
Hanf  numbers exceed the first weakly compact cardinal. 
Proof. Let R i be a relation symbol of rank i in Lo~ 1 for each i < co. Let 
o be the following sentence (where P(n) is the set of permutations of n, 
for each n =- w): 
A VO 0 , . . . ,  o~_  1 (R  n u 0 ... On_ 1 
n Eto,  nEP(n)  
> Rno~t(O ) ... uTt(n_l)) A (VVO, ..., Ok, ...) "-'l { A 
AA A 
n i I < ... < in 
il < ... </n  
(Rnvi I ... uin < ' Rnui, ... v/n)} • 
v i~ v /v  
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a has models of all card~nalities less than K(co). For, if ~, < K(co), let 
f :  [X]<~o -~ 2 be a funcP, on for which there is no countable homoge- 
neous set of type . Define R~ = {(x 0, ..., xi_l> • f({x0,  ..., xi_ 1 }) = 1}. 
Clearly (~,, R/~ >i ~ co is a model of o. 
On the other hand, o has no models of cardinality K(co) or higher. If 
O,, Ri) i ~ to is a proposed model (there is no loss of generality in assum- 
ing the model to be of this form), define f ({x0,  ..., Xn_ 1 } ) to  be 1 if 
Rnx o ... Xn_ 1 and 0 otherwise, provided the x's are distinct. Then the 
existence of an infinite homogeneous set for f precludes the last con- 
junct. 
Strictly speaking, this argument only establishes that the Hanf nu.,r~-. 
ber of Lto~ is at least K(co). By means of certain well-known devices, one 
can easily see that the Hanf number of Lto~ actually exceeds K(co). 
Theorem 5.3. I f  ttlere is a cardinal ~ such that K -* (a)<~o wnere ~ < co I , 
then the Hanf  numbers o f  Uto~ and Lto~ exceed K(~x). 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2. Theorem 5.2 can be con- 
siderably sharpened, using the fact that r --> (co)<~o relativize~ to certain 
transitive structures. 
Theorem 5.4. I f  there exists a cardinal K such that ~ --> (~o)<~o, then 
the Hanf  number o f  V exceeds K(co). 
Proof. Suppose there exists a K for which K -> (co)<~o. First notice that 
there is an extension of ZF which has a well-founded model of cardinal- 
ity ~(co) but has well-founded models of no higher cardinality. One 
simply adds the assertion 'there exists no K such that ~ -+ (co)<~o' to 
ZF. More formally, adopting the notation of Chapter 4 and taking 
co(v 0) to be the formalization of 'v 0 = co', we consider the theory 
T = ZF + (VVo,  vl)(co(vt) --> > ~0)- Clearly, <R~(to), ~> is a model of T, 
since K(co) is strongly inaccessible and, if k < K(co), ~, -/, (co)<~o. On the 
other hand, suppose 9¢t is a transitive z-model of T having cardinality 
greater than K(co). Some member ofg/t is not in RK(to ) and therefore has 
rank at least K(co). Thus ~(co) is a member ofgtt. By Theorem 4.11, 
K(co)-+ (co) < ~o inCOt, contradicting the assumption that gtt is a model of 
T. Thus any well-lounded model of T has cardinality < ~(co). 
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Now let T' consist of T together with the sentence (Vv0, v])(Or v 1 A 
A vo ~ v 1 -~ v0 < vl). I f<  is a well-ordering ofRK(o: ) which extends the 
usual ordering of r(coj, then (RK(w) , ~, <) is a model of T' u {%}. On 
the other hand, the ~-reduct of any model of T' u { a 0 } is well-founded, 
and hence has cardinality ~< r(c0). Stri,:tly speaking, we must reduce T' 
to a single sentence to complete the proof. If we wished to be frugal, we 
could find some finite subset of T' which has the desired properties. 
Mote efficiently, since T' is (recursively) axiomatizable and has only in- 
finile models, Vaught's results [ I ] tell us that (to use the language of 
model theory) the class of models of T' is a PC. If o is the sentence 
determining ~:he PC, then o v o 0 has a model of power ~(~) but has no 
models of higher po'~vers. 
On the basis of what t,.as been said so far, one might still entertain the 
hope that l he Hanf m':mber of V, or indeed of L¢ ~ itself, is 
U {K(a) : a < ¢o 1 }. (That K(co 1) is a bad c~ndidate follows from the fact 
that K(¢o 1 ) is inaccessible, whereas the number of ;-'entences in Lwl is 
small, and tee results of Chapter 2.) These hopes are, however, easily 
crushed. Consider the theory T = Z + 'for each cardinal K, there exists a 
countable ordinal a for which it is not the case that K -~ (a)<t% '. Let 
?, = u {K(a) : a < col}. C!early (R x, ~) is a model of T. But Thas no well- 
founded model of cardinality higher than X. Any transitive z-model of T 
of cardinality > X would contain X ~s an element. But ~ ~ (a)<~o for 
each countable ordinal ~. Since Theorem 4.1 1 remains true when ZF is 
replaced by Z, ;~ ~ (t~)<So inCr/t for each ordinal countable in the sense 
ofq/t. This contradicts T. Proceeding after the manner of the proof of 
Theorem 5.4, one obtains an elemerztary sentence o' such that o' v % 
has a model of power X but models of no higher power. 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that, for eae~ countable ordinal a, there exists a 
cardinal g for which K -~ (a)<~o. Then the Hanf number of V (and hence 
ofU~ 1 and L~o 1) exceeds O{K (a): a < 60 1 }. 
The relationship of these Hanf numbers to the first weakly compact 
cardinal was previously unknown. Our results depend on the existence 
of a cardinal ~ such that K -~ (co)<~o (actually, ~ 7 (co)<~o would do 
just as well). It is therefore still possible to ask these questions in the 
absence of the larger cardinals. This question can be answered in case 
V= L by the following definition and theorem. 
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Def'mition 5.6. A cardinal r is said to be nth order characterizable if 
there is an nth order sentence o which is true in the structure <R~, ~) 
but false in (R x, ~) for any cardinal ), 4: K. 
Theorem 5.7. I f  V= L, then the Hanf number o f  the language V is 
greater than any nth order characterizable cardinal for n ~ co. 
We give only a very rough idea of the proof, both on account of the 
technical difficulties involved and the relative unimportance of the re- 
suit. Consider an extension of some suitable set theory saying that there 
are no cardinals ~ such that 0, the sentence characterizing the cardinal 
(which we may assu:~le to be a limit cardinal), holds in <Rx, ~). (F'K, ~) 
will be a model of tffis theory, but, if u is the nth cardinal greater than K, 
(F*ta, ~) will not be ~. model because all subsets of ~, all subsets of the 
power set of K, and so forth, up through the nth stage, are presen* in 
F 'u ,  showing that o must hold in <R~, ~) inside of the structure (Y*U,~L 
Thus the Hanf number of V is at least ~+. 
Corollary 5.8. I f  V = L and there is a Ilnm indescribable cardinal, then 
the ttanf  number o f  the language V is greater than the first nn m inde- 
scribable. 
For n >t 1, the first llnm indescribable is nth order characterizable. 
Notice that results from this chapter and from Chapter 2 cax~. be com- 
bined so as to trap certain of the Aanf numbers between two bounds. 
Thu~; Theorems 2.10 and 5.5 slhow: 
The,:~rem 5.9. I f  there exists a cardinal ~ for which r ~ (col)<~o, then 
the Hanf numbers o f  Uwl and V lie (properly) between 
U { r(a) : a < co 1 } and ~(COl). For each infinite cardinal ?~, the Hanf 
number o f  U a lies between U { K(a) : a < ~ } and K(X ). 
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Chapter 6. Open problems * 
We conclude w]th some open questions which bear on the topics 
treated in this thesis and which seem to merit further investigation. The 
relevance of the first problem is not immediately apparent. One of the 
principal results of Rowbottom's dissertation [25 ] says that, if K > ~o 
is measurable and ~, < K, then any structure (K, X, R) has an elementary 
substructure (A, ~ n A, R n 2A) where A = K and X n A is countable. 
His proof uses partitions of the set of finite subsets much as many of 
our pl:oofs do (in fact, K ~ (K)<~o is the assumption really needed). 
Such methods eem no longer applicable when we require the substruc- 
ture to preserve certain infinitary sentences as well. Since all reasonable 
conjectures concerning partition of the set of countably infinite subsets 
are easily refuted, a major breakthrough might be required to deal with 
this sort of problem. (Note: Solovay's refutation of 6.1 is sketched 
later.) 
Conjecture 6.1. I f  r is uncountable and measurable and ~ < K, then any 
structu,,e (~, ~, R) has an L,o~ substructure (A, ~ n A, R n 2A) in which 
-A = K and X n A <= 2~o. 
The following is equivalent: 
Conjecture ~.1'. I f  ~ is uncountable and measurable and ~ < ~, then 
at:y structure (R K ,_E, ~, S) has an elementary substructure (A, E, ~, n A, 
S n 2A) in which A= ~, ~ n A <= 2~0, and wheneverx ~ ~°A, 
{x i ' iE~}EA.  
The next question pertains to a concept introduced in Chapter 4. 
Question 6.2. Is the first cardinal ~ for which K -~ (~)<~o greater titan 
the first cardinal ~, for which ~ -~ (o~) <~o ? 
As noted before, our results in Chapter 4 concerning the sizes "the 
* As was noted in the preface, all of the question except 6.3 have been wholly or partially settled 
since 1966. 
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Hanf ~mmbers of the infinitary languages depend on the existence of 
very large cardinals (c,r V = L). 
Quest!:on 6.3. Is it possible for the Hanf number of  Ltol (or of the other 
languages studied) to be smaller than the first weakly compact cardinal;' 
CaU r a Rowbottom cardinal if any structure (K, 7~, R) where k < K 
has an elementary suastructure (A, ?, n A, R n ZA) for whic,h ~I = K and 
?, n A is countable. This condition can be restated in combinatorial 
terms as foUows: if ?, < ~ and f"  [K]<~o -, ~, then there exists a subset 
X of g having power K such that f *  [X] < ~o is countable. This now 
appears as a natural weakening of r -, (~)<~o. 
Question 6.4. How large must a strongly inaccessible Rowbottom car- 
dinal be? Can a Rowbottom cardinal be singular? Can ~to be a Row- 
bottom cardinal? 
Question 6.5. / f  there exists a Rowbottom cardinal, must conditions 
( 1 ) - (3) of Chapter 3 hold? 
Question 6.4 points up the close connection with Jonsson's conjec- 
ture. Of course, if K is a Rowbottom cardinal, there are no Jonsson 
algebras of power ~. It should also be mentioned that, if ZF + 'there 
exists a Rowbottom cardinal' is consistent, hen ZF + 'there exists a 
Rowbottom cardinal ~ 2~0 ' is corsistent. Roughly speaking, one takes 
a countable z-model of the first theory and adjoins ~ ~ubsets of co using 
finite Cohen conditions, where K is the Rowbottom cardinal. 
Note. Robert Solovay has recently refuted Conjecture 6.1.* He 
shows: If ~ is strongly inaccessible and ~. < g, then the.re is a structwre 
(K, < ~,, f )  such that the universe of any Lo, 1 subst~ ,cture of power K 
includes 7~. We sketch his proof. Suppose ~ > ~o is a stron~y inacces- 
sible cardinal. Let J(K) be the smallest K-complete filter containing ,each 
closed, cofinal subset of ~ and the set W(~) of elements of K having co- 
* Unknown to either the author or Solovay, ErdiSs and Hajnal had obtained amore sweeping 
result o the effect hat theze is ar~ inf'mitary Jbnsson algebra of eacl~ eardinality (see Erdbs 
and Hajnal, On a problem of B. J6nsson, Bull. Acad. Polon. SoL Set des Sci. Math., Astr. et 
Phys.). 
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finality co. 1(~) is the dual ideal of J(r), consisting of the complements 
(in. K) of the members of J(K). Claim: I(K) is not X-saturated for a~ay 
X < K. (For the definition of X-saturated, see the end of Chapter I .) If 
I(K) is X-saturated for some X < K, then K is measurable (it is well-known 
that any strongly inaccessible cardinal having a h-saturated i eal for 
some X less than the cardinal is measurable - see Keisler-Tarski [20], 
for exarnp~e). But the assertion 'I(K) is h-saturated for some X < r '  is 
seen to be equivalent to a second-order assertion about K (there is a col- 
lection of X disjoint sets intersecting each closed, cofinal subset of K at 
some point of W(K), for some X < K ). Thus, the conjunction ~0 of this 
assertion with the statement that K is uncountable and strongly inacces- 
sible is a second-order statement implying that K is measurable and un- 
countable. Such a second-order statement can never hold. If X is the 
least cardinal r for which the statement holds, apply the second-order 
indescribability of X (by Theorem 1.10, any uncountable measurable 
cardinaJ is 1112 indescribable) to get a still smaller cardinal for which the 
statement l~olds, contradiction. This establishes the claim. 
Suppose K > ~ 0 is stron~y inaccessible and X < r.  Let { S a: c~ ~ X } 
be a collection of subsets of K which is disjointed and none of which is a 
member of I(r). Thus each Sa intersects the intersection of l,g¢,.) with a 
closed, cofinal subset of r.  f will be a unary function which assumes 
the value t~ at each element of Sa, for each a ~ ;~. Consider the structure 
(h'~ <, X, f) .  Suppose A is the universe of some L,o~ substructure having 
power r. Since A contains all its to-limit points, it is the intersection of 
its closure with W(K). Thus, each Sa intersectsA. From this, X c_ A is 
immediate. 
Solovay goes on to get a sharper esult. He establishes 'J6nsson's con- 
jecture for L,o~ substructures'. There is a structure <r, <, g) which has 
no proper L,,~ substructure of power r .  For each cardinal X < K, let 
{ S(X, a)" a ~ X } be a disjointed collection having no members in I(a). 
For each/3 ~ r,  f(/3, x) = a i fx  ~ S(~, a). I fA is the universe of some 
Lto~ substructure of(x,  <,g> having power r and a ~ r,  let/3 be some 
member of A greater than ~. By the argument given above, ~ c_ A, so 
~ A. Thus A = K. (In this connection, it is interesting to ask whether 
the ideal I(r) can be x-saturated.) 
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